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System and Method for Monitoring

Substances and Reactions

BACKGROUND AND SUMMARY OF THE INVENTTON
The present invention relates to load-pulled electronic measurement and characterization

systems.

Extensive work by the present inventore has shown that load-puIled oscillators have
unportant new capabilities for measurement and characterization. See US patents 4,862,060,

5 4,996,490, and 5,025,222, and PCT applications WO 91/00997 (published 1/24/91) and WO
91/08469 (published 13 June 1991); all of which are hereby incorporated by reference. This

"load-pull" technology provides an economical measurement technique which has improved
sensitivities by lOOx to lOOOx over any prior instrumentation for measurement of microwave
phase. This capability makes possible microwave measmements which were proposed in the

10 1950s but until now have not been available due to the lack of accurate technology. The
ground work which was extensively formulated during the early years ofmicrowave spectros-

copy may now be utilized to bring about generaidons of products using this simple but

powerful technique.

The previous work has established many of the basic principles, but has focussed

15 i^marily on Monitoring continuous streams of fluids (liquids or gas phase). The inventions

disclosed hereih provide new concepts for "sampling" the electrical characteristics of a wide
variety of materials.

Background: The "Load-Pull" EfTect

20 It is well known to electrical engineers generally (and particularly to microwave
engineers) that the frequency of an RF oscillator can be "pulled" (Le. shifted from the

frequency of oscillation which would be seen if the oscillator were cotq)led to an ideal

impedance-matched pure resistance), if the oscillator sees an impedance which is different

from the ideal matched impedance. Thus, a varymg load impedance may !cause the oscillator

25 frequency to shift
^

^Any electrical oscillator can be "pulled" to some extent - that is. its frequency can be
.

shifted -by changing the net impedance seen by the oscillator. However, in many systems
which use oscillators, pulling of a resonant drcuit's frequency is undesirable. An oscillator
which is too easily pulled may be overly susceptible to irrelevant external circumstances, such

30 as changes in parasitic capacitance due to human pro»muty or temperature change. Normal
techniques to avoid oscillator pulling mclude using isolation/buffering circuits between the
oscillator and the variable load, and/or using a high-Q tuned circuitb stabilize &e oscillator.

1
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The present application sets forth various innovative methods and systems which take

advantage of this effect In one class of embodiments, an unbuffered^ RF oscillator is loaded

by an electromagnetic propagation structure which is electromagnetically coupled, by.

proximity, to a material for which real-time monitoring is desired. The net complex

5 impedmce^ seen by the oscillator will vary as the characteristics of the material in the

electromagnetic propagation structure varies. As this complex impedance changes, the

oscillator frequency will vary. Thus, the frequency variation (which can easily be measured)

can reflect changes in density (due to bonding changes, addition of additional molecular

chains, etc.), ionic content, dielectric constant, or microwave loss characteristics ofthe medium

10 und^r study. These changes will "pull" the resonant frequency of the oscillator system.

Changes in the medium^s magnetic permeability will also tend to cause a fiiequency change,

since the propagation ofthe RF energy is an electromagnetic process which is coupled to both

electric fields and magnetic fields within the transmission line.

15 Background: Properties of a Dielectric in a Transmission Line

To help explain the use of the load-pull effect in the disclosed iimovatioiis, the

electromagnetics of a dielectric*loaded transmission line will first be reviewed. If a

transmission line is (electrically) loaded with a dielectric material, changes in the composition

of the dielectric material may cause electrical changes in the propardes of the line. In

20 particular, the impedance of the line, and the phase velocity of wave propagation in the line,

may change.

This can be most readily illustrated by first considering propagation of a plane wave

in free space. The propagation of a time-harmonic plane wave (of frequency Q in a uniform

materia] will satisfy the reduced wave equation

25 ^An unbuffered oscillator is a oscillator without buffer amplifiers or attenuators.

Amplifiers bobst the ott^ut power and provide isdlatioh from ibe load impedance changes.

Attehuatbifs decrease the amplitude while providing an isolation oftwo times the attehiiation.

In the load pulled oscillator configuration the oscillator feedback path that siq)plies the phaise

shift needed for oscillation is sq>arated from the load.

30 ^A "complex" number is one which can be written as A + B/, where A is the nmnber's

**TeaI'* part, B is the number's "imaginary** part, and ^ - -1. These numbers are added

according to the rule

(A + BO + (C + DO = (A + C) + (B + D)i,

and are multiplied aiccording to the rule

35 (A + BO(C + DO = (AC-BD) + (AD + BC)/.

Complex niunbqrs a^ For example,

impedance can h6 represented as a conq)1^ number whose real pari is the resistance, and

\ \^ose ima^£iry part is equal to the reactance inductance or capacitance).

..Similarly, permittivity can be represented as a complex number whose imaginary part

40 repr^ehts resistive loss, and v^ose real fwt represents reactive loading, by the medium, of

the propagating electromagnetic wave.

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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(^ + k2)E-(7^ + k2)H = 0,

where

E is the electric field (vector),

H is the magnetic field (vector), and

5 ^ represents the sum of second partial derivatives along the three spatial axes.

This equation can be solved to define the electric field vector E, at any pomt r and

time t, as

E(r,t) = Eoexp[i(kT - (Dt)J,

where

10 k is a v^rave propagation vector v^hich points in the direction ofpropagation and
has a magnitude equal to the wave number k, and

CO = Angular Frequency = 2nf.

In a vacuum, the wave number k has a value 'Icq" v^ch is

Icq = ©/c

15 =<o(jio€o)^

where

jiq = Magnetic Permeability of vacuum (47rxlO~^ Henrys per meter),

Sq = Electric Penmttivity of vacuum ((l/367i)xlO"^ Farads per meter), and

c = Speed of light = = 2.998x10* meters/second.

20 However, in a dielectric material, the wave number k is not equal to k^; instead

k =(D/(c(^^/0

where •

= Relative Permeability of the material (normalized to the permeability ^Iq

25 of a vacuum), and

Rdatiye Permittivity of the material (normalize

a vacuum).

Thus, if the relative permeability ji^ and/or the relative permittivity vary, the wave
number k and the wave propagation vector k will also vary, and this variation will typically

30 affect the load pidled oscillator frequency.^

Frconcncv Hopping in a Load-PuHed Osgillatnr

^The full analysis of wave propagation in a cavity or afia boundary is much more
complex, but in any case wave propagation will depend on the wave number; and the fore-

35 going equations show how the wave number k can vary as the medium changes. See
generally, e.g., R.Elliott, Electromagnetics (1966); J.Jackson, Oassical Electrodynamics (2d
ed. 1975); G.Tyras, Radiation and Propagation ofElectromagnetic Waves (1969); KMittra
& S.Lee, Analytical Techniques in the Theory ofGuided Waves (1971); L.Lewin, Theory of
Waveguides (1975); all of which are hereby incdtporated by refermce.
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In a typical free-ninning oscillator, the oscillator frequency is defined by a resonant

.

feedback circuit (the "tank" circuit), and can also be pulled slightly by a reactive load,^ as

noted above. Thus, such an oscillator can be broadly tuned by including a varactor in the tank

circuit.^

S As the oscillator's frequency is thus shifted, the phase difiference between the energy

incident on and reflected fiom the load element {vMch is preferably a shorted transmission

line segment) will change. This phase difference will be equal to an exact multiple of 180»

at any frequency where the electrical length of the transmission line segment is an exact

multiple of A/4.

10 As the oscillator frequency passes through such a firequency {Le. one where the

transmission line segment's electrical Imgth is equal to a multiple of TJA}^ the load's net

impedance will change firom inductive to capacitive (or vice v^sa). As fhis occurs, the

frequency of the oscillator may change abruptly rather than smoottly7 This jump in

fifequency will be referred to as a frequency "hop".^

15 For a transmission line of length / which contains a dielectric material of relative

dielectric constant the frequency at which one full wavelength (IX) exists in the

transmission line is equal to c (the ^ed of .light in vacuum, which is 2.995x10^

meters/seoond) divided by the length of the line in meters and by the square root of the

relative dielectric constant of the material:

20 Frequencyjj^ = c / (/e/"^.

For example, for a one-foot*long line filled with a material having 8^ = 1, / = 12 inches (=

0.3048 meters), and

Frequencyjj^ = (2.995x10*) / (0.3048 x LO) « 980 MHz.

However, since one wavelength actually contains two excursions from inductive to

25 cq)acitive reactive impedances, only one-half wavelength is required to see one frequency hop

of the load pulled oscillaton Ifthe tran^ssdon line is terminated into a short or an opm, the

^The degree by which the reactive load can cl^ge the oscillator's frequency will depmd
on the coiq>ling coefficient between the load and the tank circuit. Thus, an increased coupling

coefBcient means that the oscillator frequency will be ibore sensitive to changes in the load

30 element Howev^, the coupling coefficient ^ould notbe increased to the point where spectral

breakup (multiple frequency operation) occurs, since this would render the desired

measurement of the oscillator sig^ impossible.

^This is one of voltage-controlled oscillator (VCO).

^This change in firequency, as the load goes firom capacitive (-180*>) to inductive (+180»)

35 or vice versa, is instantaneousMthe equivalent parallel resistive part is large (e.g. greater than

approximately 500 ohms in a 50 ohm system).

^e amount by which the frequency shifts during the *liop" will depend on the Q of the

load element (as seen by the oscillator dicuit), and on tfie coupling coefficient between the

load element and the tank circuit
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resulting effective length is increased to twice the actual length, since a standing wave is

generated (due to the energy incident at the short or open being reflected back to the input of
the transmission line). In essence, the energy travels down the line, gets reflected, and travels

back to the input. With this taken into account, the first frequency with a wavelength long

5 enough to cause a frequency "hop" of the oscillator is one fourth the length calculated above,

or 245 MHz.

Multiples ofthis first quarter-wavelength frequency will also cause the impedance seen

at the input to the transmission line to go from inductive to capacitive reactance. The longer

the transmission line, die greater the number of phase transitions that will occur. Longer line

10 length also multiplies tiie phase changes that are brought about by a change in the dielectric

constant For every one-quarter wavelength change in the effective (electrical) lengtii of the

line, the complex impedance seen at the oscillator changes by ISO**. ':

For example, suppose that a given oscillator, coupled into a low loss load with an

electrical length of one-quarter wavelength (A/4), provides 50 MHz of load pulling frequency

15 change (total excursion tiirough all phases). If the monitored material changes enough to

produce a change of only one degree ofphase in tiie electrical length of the load, the oscillator

frequency will change by 138.9 kHz. This represents an absolute resolution of 7.2x10"^

degrees of phase change for each Hertz of sensitivity.^ For every additional quarter

wavelength of line length, tiiis sensitivity to phase is multiplied by 1 .5. TMs is due to the

20 change m phase bemg an additive function of every additional quarter wave m the

measurement section.

In a typical tuning frequency versus voltage plot for a VCO loaded mto a shorted

transmission line, the height of die "hop" can be measured by holding the VCO tuning voltage

constant, while a transmission line terminated mto a short is varied in lengfli^^ to cause a.

25 fidl rotation of the impedance vector seen at the VCO^s input port. The resulting data of
frequency versus length of the transmission line will show a jump in frequency (a delta

frequency from tiie bottom of tiie "hop" to die top of tiie "hop") which coincides witii tiie delta

frequency of the "hop" seen when the VCO was sweptusing the tuning voltage.

Thus, if the VCO is swept across a frequency band and the number of frequency

30 "hops" was counted, tiie number of "hops" reveals the number of wavelaigflis in the

transmission line.

^ven if tbe resolution of frequency measuremrait is only ±100 Hz, this would still give
an accuracy of better than one-tiiousandtii of one degree. This is vastiy better resolution tiian

is possible wifli vector impedance systems (such as an HP 8510 Network Analyzer).

^^Such variable transmission lines are conomonly used in the microwave industry, and are
referred to as "line stretchers."

^^More precisely, it will be found tiiat tiie wavelengtiis at wWch hops are observed are
separated from each other by one-quarter of tiie effective (electrical) length of tiie

measurement section.
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This provides a means for determination of the range of dielectric constant change in

a medixim even when it rotates the phase vector multiple times (and therefore, the oscillator

frequency returns to the same value multiple times). If the dielectric constant of the material

in the transmission line is increased, then the above equations shov^ that the frequency of the

5 first full wavelengfli is decreased by the square root of the dielectric constant. Additionally,

this means that the number of wavelengths at a fixed frequency increases with increasing

dielectric constant. These facts imply that the VCO tuning curve will see more "hops" as the

dielectric constant is increased due to the increasing fraction or whole wavelengths

encountered.

10 Ideally, the oscillator will not cease oscillations (or break into multiple frequency

oscillation or spectral breakup) into any load regardless of the load charactmstics. However,

this is not a strictly necessary condition for use of the disclosed method and system

innovations.^^

15 Measurement of Substances with a High Microwave Loss Factor

A measure of the dielectric loss of a material is typically giyen as the dielectric loss

tangent (a unitless number) which is defined as fte tangent of the imaginary part divided by
die real part of the complex dielectric constant Low loss materials are typically below a loss

tangent equal to or less than 0,01. When the disclosed systems are used to measure materials

20 with a high loss factor, the material's absorption begins to dominate the load versus fi^uency

effects, but a measurement capability still exists due to the sensitivity of the load

pulling method.

Additional lnformation from Load Pull Measurement

25 A load-pull system also permits other informatipn to be derived, regardmg the

substance bcfing monitored.

DUferencff in Operation Frcanencv

Additional information can be obtaincxi by retunin so that the frequency is

30 forced to change, and makmg another measuranent at a much higher firequency. Since

materials change properties versus frequency, the amount of frequency change due to load

pulling will vary versus the firequency of operation.

A VCO will typically be designed to cover approximately one octave above its turn

on fieiquency. IfaVCO would not give enougji frequency change to see the desired range of

35 The second harmonic of the osdllator frequency is typically enhanced (becoming
greater in amplitude than tiie fundamental firequency) just before tiie shift &om inductive to
capacitive impedance (or vice versa), due to the extreme non-linearities at this point. This
does not hinder the use of load pulling as a measurement technique, since the measurement
is typically made outside of this region of the unpedance shift from ibductive to cqiacitive.

40 Alternatively, the second harmonic may be filtered out of the measurement
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varying parameters versus operating frequency, an additional unbuffered oscillator, which runs

at any frequency required to obtain appropriate data, may be switched into the coaxial line.

When two widely spaced frequencies are measured for a medium under study with a

load pulled oscillator,, the difference (delta) frequency between these two measurements will

5 be unique for a given medium. This phraomena will aid in distinguishing constituents and

the progress of mixing or reaction.

Monitoring of Insertion Loss

If the incident power and the reflected power is measured in a system where the final

10 load is a short, the difference m powers will be twice the insertion loss of the medium (since

two transits occur through the medium of interest). The insertion loss measurement will aid

m determination of the changing conductivity of the medium or its change in absorption of

the RF energy. This information can be related to the mixing or reaction products to further

distinguish unique situations where the frequency change of the load pulled oscillator is not

IS enough information or resolution by itself.

Effect of Complex Permeability

The magnetic permeability can also be dynamically measured by the disclosed

^ techniques. Since the vclodty varies with (^^^)"^'^, changes iii ^^ wi^^

20 through a given physical length of line, and thus change the frequency of the oscillator^

A sample^^ontainmg waveg^ude, like that ofthe principaUy piefenred embodim
typically have locations where the electric field is strong but the magnetic field is zero; at such

locations only permittivity will affect the oscillator load pull frequency. However, there will

also commonly be locations m a waveguide where the magnetic fields are locally strong and

25 electric field is zero: at these locations, only the permeabUity will affect the propagation

characteristics of the transmission line (and therefore contribute to the oscillator frequency).

A system can be built to sample (primarily) one of these parameters. For example, to

sample the permeability, the coaxial transmission line will be terminated into a short where

the medium of interest is located only in close proximity to the short. A waveguide structure

30 siq>ports very well defined electrical and magnetic field functions, and the sample can be

smtably placed in such a structure to measure priniarily the permeability.

Typical compoimds and substances do not have varying magnetic permeabilities and

therefore, most of the discussion will involve the changing complex permittivity. However,

the effects of changing complex permeability will create similar changes,in the oscillator load

35 pulling characteristics. If a substance such as barium titanate is studied, the effect of the

changing permeability must be conddered along with the change in permittivity unless the

system is designed specifically to measure only one of these.

Coupling the Active Device

SUBSTITUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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An unusual feature of the oscillator configuration used with the present invention is the

separation of the load of interest from the resonant circuit proper. The configuration used

isolates the two through the active device. It is the non-linear behavior of the transistor that

provides the changes in frequency as the load is changed. The loop gain of an oscillator must

5 be unity with an appropriate phase shift to cancel the negative impedance's imaginary part'^

around the resonant loop. The initial gain of the active device must be greater than unity

before oscillations can begin in order for the oscillator to be self starting. This extra gain is

reduced to unity by the saturation of the active device upon establishment of the oscillations.

Saturation of a device normally also changes the phase shift through the device^"*. This

10 requires a change in the operation frequency as the load changes due to the shift in loop gain

and phase by the saturated condition change in the active device.

Spectral Purity of Oscillator

It has been discovered that, in a system using a free-running oscillator as described

15 above, spectral purity of the oscillator is an important concern. Many microwave oscillators

exhibit "spectral breakup," wherein the ^ectrum of the oscillator's output actually contains

multiple frequencies. In most microwave oscillators this is not a problem, since a tuned

feedback element wil) be used to stabilize the gam element^ and/or isolation or buffering stages

are used to prevent the oscillator's feedback loop from being perturbed by extraneous

20 resonances. However, in a load-pulled system, since such buffer stages are not used, spectral

purity turns out to be quite importMt For example, a spurious resonance in the feedback loop

(eg. due to a low^quality RF choke, or due to two impedance mismatohes) can permit the

osciUator to hop to a fl^uency which is determined (at least partly) by a harmonic of the

spurious resonance, in which case the degree to which the oscillator frequency has heea pulled

25 by the changing load will be obscured.

To avoid such problems in a load-pulled system, a small series resistor can be

interposed in the RF output ofthe oscillator, before the measurement section connection. This

resistor adds a small amount of damping, which helps to suppress oscillation at secondary

. frequencies).

30 In a simple resistor, an increase in the current passing through the resistor will produce
an mcrease in the voltage across the resistor. By contrast, in microwave gain diodes (or in
a transistor with feedback connections) which is operatmg at less than its saturated current, a
small transient increase in the current aorpss the device will produce a reduction in the voltage
across the device. Thus, since a simple resistor has a positive impedance, such gain devices

35 are referred to as having a negative impedance.

*^As the gain device approaches saturation, the physics of its operation will gradually
change. These changes may cause the phase shift across the gain device to vary significantly.
Note that, in the saturation reghne, the gain device behaves as a non-linear circuit element

SUBSnrUTE SHEET (RULE 26)
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To further improve stability, a shunt resistor can be attached to the RF output of the

load-pulled oscillator. This resistor adds to stability, by fixing a maximum magnitude for the

load impedance seen at the RF output line.*^

5 Backgronndi Other Approaches to Electrical Characterization

Various types of appariatus have been proposed for measuring the concentration ofone

substance in another, particularly the concentration ofa liquid or flo^vable substance in another

liquid or flowable substance. Various devices ^ch utilize the broad concept of determining

composition of matter by measuring changes in a microwave signal are disclosed in U.S. Pat.

10 Nos. 3,498,112 to Howard; 3,693,079 to Walker; 4,206,399 to Fitzky et ai; 4,311,957 to

Hewitt a/.; 4,361,801 to Meyer et al\ 4,240,028 to Davis Jr.; 4,352;288 to Paap et al\

4,499,418 to Hehns et al.; and 4,367,440 and 4,429,273, both to Mazzagatd; all of which are

hereby incoiporated by reference.

Although various systems utilizmg microwave transmissivity or signal alteration

15 characteristics have been proposed in the prior art, certain considerations in utilizing

microwave energy to detect the presence of the concentration of one medium in another have

not been met by prior art apparatus. In particular, it is desirable in certain instances to be able

to accurately measure, on a continuous basis, the concentration or change in concentration of

one fluid m another and particularly vAsrc the concentration of one fluid is a very low

20 percentage of the total fluid flow rate or fluid mixture quantity. It is also desirable that the

signal change caused by the presence of one substance or mediimi in another be easily

measured and be relatively error free, again, particularly in instances where measurements of

low concentrations of one substance such as a fluid in another substance such as another fluid

are being taken. Moreover, it is important to be able to transmit the microvm^e signal through

25 a true cross section of the composition being sampled or measured to enhance the accuracy

of the measurement.

Typical systems for capacitive based measurement have a capacitive element, used for

parameter determination, as part of the resonant feedback loop around an active device. This

method works well with very low loss systems, but oscillation c^ses with even slightly lossy

30 -^measurenients. As die frequency is increased into the microwave region, it becomes difficult

to configure the resonant feedback loop due to die increase iri loss versus frequency and the

wavelength becoming coinparable to the path length, la this case the frequency is changed

directly by the resonance change in the feedback loop vAnch includes the element that consists

of the sample to be measured. This frequency change is limited to the characteristics and loss

35 of the feedback path and can only be changed over a narrow frequency range with out

cessation of oscUlations. This limits fhe measurement technique to small samples ofvery low

loss.

^^At frequencies where the length of the transmission line segment is a multiple of k/4),

its impedance can become very large.
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At higher frequencies (above approximately 100 MHz), the capacitive measurement

technique fails to work, due to line lengths and stray capacitances. At such frequencies

resonant cavity techniques have been employed. (For example, a sample is placed in a

resonant cavity to measure the loss and frequency shift with a external microwave frequency

S source that can be swept across the resonance with and without the sample in the cavity.) This

method uses a highly isolated microwave frequency source which is forced by the user (rather

than being pulled by the changing resonance) to change its frequency. This technique too

meets substantial difficulties. For example, the use ofmultiple interfaces without a microwave

impedance match at each interface causes extraneous reflections, which tend to hide the

10 desired measurement data This technique too gives arors with very lossy material, but in this

case it is due to the very rounded nature of the resonance curve (which is due to the low Q
of the loaded cavity). This rounded curve makes it difficult to determine both the center

frequency and the 3 dB roUoff frequency closely enough to be accurate in the measurement

Another technique which is used encompasses the use of a very sharp rise time pulse

15 to obtain time domain data, from which frequency domain values are then derived through

transformation techniques.

In U.S. Patent 4,396,062 to Iskander, entitled Apparatus and Method for Time-Domain

Tracking of High-speed Chemical Reactions, the technique used is time domain reflectometry

(TDR). This contains a feedback system comprising a measurement of the complex permit-

20 tivity by TDR means which then forces a change in frequency of the source which is heating

the formation to optimize this operation. Additionally it covers the measiurement of the

complex pemMttivity by TDR methods.

U.S. Pat^t 3,965.416 to Friedman appears to teach the use of pulse drivers to excite

unstable, bi-stable, or relaxation circuits, and thereby propagate a pulsed signal down a

25 transmission line which contains the medium of interest. The pulse delay is indicative of the

dielectric constant of the medium. As in all cases, tiiese are either square wave pulses about

zero or positive or negative pulses. The curcuit is a pulse delay oscillator where the frequency

determining element is a shorted tiansmission line. The frequency generated is promoted and

sustain^ by the return reflection of each pulse. The circuit willnQt sustain itself into a load

30 . that is lossy, since the re-triggering will not occur without a return signal of sufficient

magnitude. In addition, the circuit requires a load which is a DC short in order to complete

the DC return path that is required for re-triggering the tunnel diodes.

The frequencies of operation ofany pulse system can be represented as a Fourier Series

with a maxunum frequency ^ch is inVersely dependent upon the rise time of the pulse.

35 Therefore, the syst^ covered in the Friedman patent is dependent upon the summation ofthe

frequency req)onse across a wide bandwidth. This causes increased distortion of the return

pulse and prevents a selective identification of the dielectric constant versus firequency. This

also forces a design of the transmission system to meet stringent criteria to prevent additional

reflections across a large bandwidth.
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The low frequency limit of the TDR technique is detemtiined by the time window

which is a function of the length of the transmission line, the upper extreme is determined

by the frequency content of the applied pulse. In the case of ihis pulse delay line oscillator,

the upper frequency is determmed to a greater extent by the quality of impedance match (the

5 lack of extra reflections) from the circuit through to the substance under study. These extra

reflections would more easily upset the re-triggering at higher frequencies.

In one case (Figure 1 ofFriedman) the return reflection initiates a new pulse from the

tunnel diode and therefore sets up a frequency (pulse repetition rate) as new pulses continue

to be propagated. This is in essence a monostable multivibrator with the return reflection

10 being the trigger. The problem implied, but not completely covered with this ^proach, is that

due to the delay in pulses, the pulse train can overlap and cause mxiltiple triggers to occur.

These are caused by the re-reflections of the original parent pulse. An additional problem is

witiii very lossy dielectrics, which will not jn'ovide enough feedback signal to initiate the next

pulse. If the dielectric medium is of high enough dielectric constant to contam more than one

15 wavelength, or if the dielectric constant ofthe samples vary greatly, multiple return reflections

. will alter the behavior of the circuit to render it useless'due to the interfering train of return

and parent pulses.

Figure 3 of Friedman shows a bistable multivibrator which senses the return pulse by

sampling and feeding back enough phase shifted voltage to re-set the tunnel diodes* Smce this

20 device is also dependent upon the return to trigger or re-trigger the parent pulse, it suffers

problems with lossy dielectrics and high dielectric constant mediums.

To overcome these problems, the relaxation oscillator of Figure 4 of Friedman was

proposed that contains a RC (resistor/capacitor timing) network which will niamtain the

generation of pulse trains using resistor 76 and capacitor 78 with the dielectric filled

25 transmission Ime affecting the regeneration of the pulses as the reflected parent pulse voltage

is returned. Since the RC time constant is defining the. basic repetition rate, some

improvement is obtained in reducmg second order effects. The transmission Ime is still an

integral part ofthe overall relaxation oscillator and lossy dielectrics may cause irregular circuit

response. The proposed inverting amplifier as the pulse generator will not function at above

30 approximately 1 MHz in frequency due to the characteristics of such inverting amplifiers. The

tunnel diode can pulse up to a 100 MHz rate.

By contrast, the innovative system embodiments disclosed in fte present plication

and its parents differ fix>m the known prior art in using a microwave frequency generated by

a free running sine wave oscillator. The preferred oscillator has the versatile capability to

35 work into a wide variety of transmission lines or other load impedance without generation of
' spurious data or cessation of oscillations. It will continue to oscillate with very lossy

dielectrics. It is not a relaxation oscillator or a multivibrator. . The frequency of the

un-isolated oscillator is dependent upon tihe net conq)lex impedance of the transmission line

and will work into an open circuit as well as a short circuit The net complex impedance at

40 the frequency of operation of the oscillator looking at the transmission line containing the
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medium of interest results in stable oscillations through pulling of the imisolated oscillator.

Only one frequency at any one time is involved in the disclosed system proposed (not counting

harmonics which are at least 10 dB down from the fundamental). This provides for well

defined infonnation and eases the transmission design criteria. This also provides for

5 evaluation of the dielectric constant versus firequency vMch can improve resolution of

constituents or ionic activity.

Another important difference from prior art is the separation of the load of interest

froni the resonant circuit proper. The configuration used isolates the two through the

transistor. It is the non-linear behavior of the transistor that provides the changes in frequency

10 as the load is changed. The loop gain ofan oscillator must be unity with 1 SO® phase shift The

initial gain ofthe transistor must be greater.before oscillations begin m order for tfie oscillator

to be self starting. This extra gain is reduced to unity by the saturation of the active device

upon establishment of the oscillatory frequency. Saturating a device changes the gain (and

accordingly the phase since it is non-linear) to maintain oscillations as the load changes. This

IS wall continue as the load changes as long as the transistor has appropriate phase and available

gain to satisfy oscillations.

20 Summary of the Invention - Planar Probe

The present application discloses a planar probe which can be readily inserted into a

variety ofmaterials in solid, liquid, gas or plasma phase. This probe provides a "single-ended**

coupling element wdiich permits load-pull measurements to be made on an increased variety

ofmatmals. As with the coaxial configuration, oscillator fitquency can be monitored directly,

25 or in combmation with insertion loss.

A variety of probes have been suggested for industrial microwave application. See,

e.g., Nyfors & VafaiikamQi, INDUSTRIAL MICROWAVE SENSORS (Artech 1989), which is

hereby incorporated by reference, and especially pages 226-228 thereof. Many ofthese probes

can be used for loiad-pull application, but none ofthese probes are ideally suited: for example,

30 the stripline probe shown on page 226 (Figure 4.15) shields signal propagation in one

direction, and thus lessens coupling to a medium to be sampled, which is undesirable in most

load-pull applications.

By contrast, the disclosed planar probe provides very efficient coupling to the

surrounding medium, in a compact, rugged, and easily manufactured design. The disclosed

35 planar probe, unlike many previous aitangements, provides a single-ended structure for

coupling to a material under test

Such a probe turns out to provide very high sensitivity. A short lengOi oftransmission

line in a planar structure has been foimd to be approximately 3 to 10 times as re^nsive (per

unit length) as a section of coaxial line structure (like that shown in the previous load-pull

applications cited above). This may be due to the third dimensional variable caused by the
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micro strip structure having one propagation velocity and the fluid under measurement having

a second propagation velocity, with the resulting phase shifts interacting down the length of
the transmission line. This effect will typically give a non-linear phase dispersion versus

frequency and material changes. Full modelling of this structure is difficult, because it must

5 be treated as a three-dimensional structure rather than a two dimensional structure. Moreover,

the lossiness ofthe immediate environment ofthe stripline may determme whether propagation

occurs predominantly in slow-wave or fast-wave mode.1^

The transmission line is preferably nonresonant over the full range of frequencies of

interest, although it may (less preferably) have resonances at other frequencies.

10 In one embodiment, such a probe is mounted on a standard flange for easy insertion

into a process stream.

The dimensions ofthe probe are not particularly critical. The transmission line should

preferably have an electrical length of at least several half-wavelengths, but can be made
longer if higher sensitivity is desired.

15 Notethattheprobedoesnot include a large amount of structure nor electronics. Thus,

for many applications, the probes can be discarded after each use.

The simplest substrate is simply fired high-density alumina (essentially AI2O3). This

is commercially available, and is commonly used for microwave circuits (due to its desirable

low-loss properties). This inay be used bare, or with a passivaiting coating. Alternatively, the

20 probe substrate can be assembled to a solid cover, such as low-density alumina, fired alumina,

other ceramic matmals, or even fiberglass.

The probe can be used "bare", Le. with the leads exposed, if sufficientiy inert

metallization is used, e.g. gold or a self-passivating metallization such as stainless steel.

Alternatively, a thin applied passivation layer can be used, such as plasma-deposited

25 perfluorocarbon.

However, in alternative embodiments (as discussed below), substrates with other

selective absorption properties can be used instead.

A significant advantage of the planar probe over the coaxial configurations previously

discussed is that a very wide bandwidth can be used, even with miaterials of very high

30 pCToittivity. This is because of the low loss and short length of the planar structure. Coaxial

operation limits tiie frequency range which can be used, becaiise the reduced diameter of the

coaxial measurement section (necessary for operation at high frequencies) will cause

significant pressure drop, and may cause precipitation and clogging in mixtures containing

large volumes of particulates.

35 Such interactions are discussed, e.g., in Neikirk et aL, "Optically-Controlled Coplanar
Waveguide Phase Shifters," in tiie December 1989 issiie ofMicrowave Journal at page 77,
which is hereby incorporated by reference. The structure described in that article is used for

diflferent purposes, but the analysis is of some help in understanding the operation of the
planar probe described in the present application.
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Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for detecting the composition and

microstructure of materials, comprising the steps of: providing a tunable oscillator which is

connected to be pulled by the varying susceptance seen at a load connection thereto;

connecting the load connection to the material under test through a single-ended probe which

5 includes a substantially planar metal film structure\^ch is patterned to provide a transmission

line extending from the connection; and observing changes in the frequency of the oscillator.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided an electrical characterization system in

which a single-ended planar probe, containing a transmission line of at least several half-

wavelengths, is placed in proxunity to a material to be characterized and is electrically coupled

10 to a load-pulled voltage-controlled oscillator. The frequency response of the oscillator is then

observed as the tuning voltage is varied.

Summary of the Invention - Tapered Probe

15 The present application discloses a probe which can be readily inserted mto a variety

of materials in solid, liquid, gas or plasma phase. This probe provides a "^single-ended"

coupling element v/bich permits load-pull measurements to be made on an increased variety

of materials.

A basic requiremmt of many educations is the need for measurement of materials

20 having a wide range of dielectric constant (e from 1 to 180 ) using a single transmission line

section. This may create problems in launching the electromagnetic energy into a different

dielectric medium. Without some help in making a gracefril transition from one propagation

medium to another (at a very differoit dielectric constant), the energy will simply be reflected.

The preset disclosure teaches that a ^gle-ended probe using a graded impedance

25 (achieved by a planar tapered line or otherwise) can be particularly advantageous for coupling

a load-pulled oscillator to a material system to be monitored. In alternate embodiments, such

probes can also be used for RF sensmg .in other electrical configurations, usmg standard

instrumentation in the microwaye industry as a p^ of material characterization problems.

Such , mbbdiments are less preferable, but can still confer some of the advaiitages of the

30 claimed inventions.^^^

To solve tins coupling problem, the (Hsclose^ inventions provide a tapered structure

which performs an extended impedance transformation across a significant distance while

coiipled to the material under test This solves the problem of coupling to the dielectric

material. It also helps to solve the problems of lossy materials (such as salt v^er), where the

35 lossiness of the material can make it difficult to obtain any usable signal at all.

However, it diould be noted flmt, as tiie dielectric constant increases^ the length appears

shorter due to the rapid decrease of electrical length due to lower impedance. Thus, the

physical length of a tapered probe may need to be longer than that of a corresponding straight

probe.
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The preferred approach to this is a *tq)ered planar" structure, ie, a planar probe with

a taper Imposed on the trace geometries. An example of this is shown in Figure 5B. This

provides a compact single-ended probe vAnch can be used for load-puII or other charac*

terization of widely varying material streams.

5 Tapered lines have been used before for impedance matching in microwave circuits -

see; e,g. US patents 5,1 19,048 and 4,568,889, which are hereby incorporated by reference.

However, the present disclosure teaches that tapered lines have substantial advantages for

"single-ended" coupling to an unknown material, or as a general-purpose tool for coupling to

avariety of materials with widely varying permittivity and loss characteristics. The prior uses

1 0 of tapered lines were primarily for impedance matching between structures or between fixed

dielectrics, and not for launching a wave into a varying dielectric stream. Some impedance

matching stnictures have been used in slow wave stnictures, but agaiii thes^

matches and iare not defined for large variable difierences using the same structures..

Similarly, transformation structures in waveguides are not fully analogous: A waveguide is

15 operating for each mode with the fi-equency ranges where that mode is possible. The "wave

impedance" concept provides a good analytical tool for such structures, but leads to some

difBcult analysis, since the wave impedance depends on the frequency of operation, the guide

dimensions^ and the mode. The actual wavelength in the guide is dependent on the cutoff

frequency, but a coaxial line has a cutoff firequency of infinity.

.20
Coaxial Structure with Tapered Sheath

An alternative embodiment provides a coaxial sampling chamber which includes a

tapered dielectric sheath around the central rod at the point of fluid entry. This provides for

a gradual interface charge and therefore will allow enough propagation to occur in high 8„

25 niaterials in order to give a measure of Eq.

In the initial launch point into the fluids the sheath material dominates the impedance

function and vice versa at the other end. For low dielectric fluids and taper section, the

occlusion of the fluids at the launch mediates the resultant dielectric constant of the cross

section at that point to roughly that of the taper.

30 The tapered coaxial structure provides a significant fraction of a wavelength for the

field pattern to conform to the new velocity and configuration. The impedance fimction then

becomes a gradient which provides a transition from a 50 ohm system impedance to whatever

the resultant impedance that the dielectric material in the coaxial section defines.

According to one alternative teaching, the transition section is electrically sufficient

35 short (at the operating frequencies used) to prevent knees from ever occurring (no matter how
high the 8,^ will give a set of curves ^ch are nK>notonic with e^.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a system for detecting the composition and

. microstructure of materials, compriismg: an RF oscillator, which includes a gain element

40 capable of providing substantial gain at frequencies greater than 100 MHz; a feedback path.
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coupling the output of the gain element to the input thereof, the feedback path including a

tunable resonant circuit; an electromagnetic propagation structure which is RF-coupled to load

the oscillator and in which electromagnetic wave propagation is electrically loaded by a

portion of the material to be characterized, the propagation structure including a distribtjted

S impedance transformation section which includes at least one tapered element and which is

itselfalso electrically loaded by proximity to a portion of the material; and circuitry connected

to monitor the frequency of the oscillator to ascertain changes in the composition and/or

microstracture of the material.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a single-ended RF probe, for providing a

10 bidirectional RF interface to unknown materials of widely varymg permittivity» comprising:

an external RF connection mechanically connected to a support structure; and a patterned and

substantially planar conductive structure which is electrically connected to the connection and

mechanically supported by the support structure; the conductive structure bdng shaped to

provide a distributed impedance transformation section therein.

IS Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for detecting the composition and

microstructure of materials, comprising the steps of: providing a tunable oscillator which is

coimected to be pulled by tiie varyipg susceptance seen at a load connection thereto;

connecting fhe load connection to the material under test ftrougih a single^ded probe v^ch

itself includes a distributed impedance transformation section which is itself electiically loaded

20 by proximity to a portion of the material under test; tuning the osciUator over a range of

frequencies; and observing changes in the frequency of the oscillator in response to the tuning

step.

Among the disclosed invmtions is provided an electrical characterization system in

\^ch a load-pulled voltage-controlled oscillator is coupled to a material to be characterized

25 by a probe which contains a distributed impedance transformation section which includes at

least one tapered element and which is electrically loaded by proximity to a portion of the

material. The frequency response of fhe oscUlator is then observed as the tuning voltage is

varied. .

.30 .,

^ Summary of the Invention > Probe witb Selective Absorber

The present application discloses structures and methods for enhanced RF detection

using chemically selective coatings on an RF probe. The disclosed inventions provide new

methods for monitoring and characterization^ using microwave energy, for use in the analysis

35 of multiple component and bio-chemical systems.

Various electrode and diemical assay^syst^ns have been tised in the past for specific

measurements in organic systems. These methods were typically very slow and sen^tive to

operator and technique. Generally, most laboratories were forced to continue to rely on

experisive and elaborateHPLC (High-Pressure Liqmd Oironiatograph

40 instnmientation for these measurements. This prevented rapid turnaround for process control.
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The new technology disclosed herein can measure a vast list ofspecific organic species

using immobilized enzymes, glucose in blood chemistry, lactic acid in muscle tissue,

immunological tests, cancer cytology, and observation of catalytic action.

Additional special applications include moisture sensing of grains and bulk materials

5 using a absorbing/desorbing ceramic material. This would make these measurements possible

and simple even though the bulk material's packing density has prevented such measurements

in the past Smce the material arrives at a q)ecific level of moisture with its surroundings, the

bulk density is not important.

An important part of this method are the materials used to place the microwave

10 structure on. The substrate material can be anything which will support an electromagnetic

field and have specific properties for a chemical structure. Examples include zeolites,

ceramics with specific absorptions, doped semiconductors which increase/decrease their

conductivity/dielectric constant with absorption. The use of enzymes embedded in a porous

structure which are altered by selective substances may also be possible. This change in the

1 5 enzyme structure would be visible with the load pull scheme. If a substrate was embedded or

coated with a material wiiich. would deteriorate with selective absorption, the monitoring of

the degradation would give rise to determination of the amount of the chemical present.

For another example, zirconia has unusual properties with oxygen at high temperatures.

It forms a ion exchange with oxygen molecules which is used to measure oxygen content of

20 gas streams especially in cars and stack emission monitoring. Use of this as a substrate could

possibly have unique characteristic changes when the O2 is present

In the medi(^, food and pharmaceutical industries, it can be advantageous to

implement this idea with throwaway substrates.

A particular advantage of the absorber-coated probe is that it can be designed to be

25 self-calibrating. By contrast, other probes may need to be calibrated with a sample which is

(or approximates) the material in question.

Humidity Sensing

- The simplest application of selective absorption is for humidity sensing, e.g. using an

30 - absorber oflow-densityAljOj (alumina). Alumina will equilibrate to a moisture concentration

which is exactly proportional (withm a certain range) to tiie ambient humidity. (The

interaction between alimuna and water is typical ofmany materials systems, \^dierc tiie relative

equilibrium concentrations of a solute S in materials A and B are linearly related by a

segregation coefBcient k = [S]ys^/[S]Q.)

35 However, the present invention does not require as much time as would be needed for

equilibration. Instead, the rate of uptake of hunudity by the absorber is differentially

monitored, and tiiis provides a fast measurement\^ch also is related.to the ambient humidity.

Note that the absorbent material need not be so readily reversible. For example, there

is a vast lito^ture on customizing zeolite structures to make ''molecular sieves." However^ the

40 affinity of many such structures for their complementary substance is so high that the
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adsorbate is very tightly bound. Thus, a zeolite absorber may need to be periodically purged,

or simply discarded when saturated.

In a further alternative embodiment, where an active matrix material such as a zeolite

is to be used for moisture measurement in grains and food solids, a "ap open" sealed bag can

5 be useful for field use.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a system for detecting the composition and

microstructure of materials, comprising: an oscillator, which includes a gain element capable

of providing substantial gain at fi-equencies greater than 100 MHz, and a feedback path,

10 coupling an output of the gain element to an input thereof, the feedback path includmg a

tunable resonant circuit; and an electromagnetic propagation structure which is RF-coupled to

load the oscillator and in which electromagnetic wave propagation is electrically loaded by a

portion of the material to be characterized, the propagation structure bemg mechanically

connected to a selective absorption material, which is selective to preferentially absorb a

15 predetermined target species, and electrically configured to provide efficient capacitive

coupling to the propagation structure; and circuitry connected to monitor the frequency of the

oscillator to ascertain changes in the composition or miCTOStructure of the material.

^ong the disclosed mventions is provided a single-ended RF probe, for providing a

bidirectional RF mterface over a range including at least one predetermmed operating frequoi-

20 cy, to detect the presence of at least one target species m a quantity of material, comprising:

an external RF connection mechanically connected to a support structure; and a conductive

structure which is electrically connected to the external connection and mechanically supported

by Ae support structure, and vMch provides a transmisdon line ractending from the external

connection; and a selective absorption material, which is selective to preferentially absorb a

25 predet^mined target species, and which is mechanically connected to the support structure m
a relation which provides efficient capacitive coupling to the selective transmission line.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for detecting the composition and

microstructure of materials, comprising the steps of: providing a tvmable oscillator which is

connected to be pulled by the varying susceptance seen at a load connection thmlo;

30 connecting the load connection to the material under test through a single-ended probe which

includes a substantially planar metal film structure vAich is patterned to provide a transmission

line extending firom the Vernal connection, and which also includes a selective absorption

material, vsiiich is selective to preferentially absorb a predetermined target species, and which

is mechanically affixed to the probe to provide efficient c^acitive coupling to the transmission

35 line; and observing changes in die frequency of the oscillator.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided an electrical characterization system in

which a single-ended planar probe, containing a transmission line of at least several half-

wavelengths and a selective absorption material to which a species of interest \sdll segregate,

is placed in contact with a material to be characterized^ and is also electrically coiq>led to a

40 load-pulled oscillator.
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Summary of the Invention - Probe with Integrated Heater

A further embodiment provides an RF probe which not only includes a selectiver

absorbing material (such as alumina), but also includes a heater for causing desorption of the

5 absorbed material. This permits the heater to be "cycled" efficiently.

This could be embedded in the ground plane or placed on the backside ofthe substrate,

this heater would be activated at ei&er a set value of frequency change or at tiine intervals.

During the on cycle the change in the material can be simultaneously monitored by the same

load pulled oscillator to determine when the regeneration point has been reached or to indicate

10 to m operator that the time to replace the probe and material has arrived.

This embodiment also permits some aggressive absorbing materials (such as. high*

affinity zeolites) to be used for selective absoiption.

TUs embodimrat is particularly attractive for field measurement of humidity, but

also be used for m^sasurement of other substances.

15 In some applications, this heater can also be used to provide temperature regulation of

the probe's immediate environment, if the material under test would not provide a heavy

thermal load. For example, this may be useful where the sample is gaseoiis and of variable

temperature.

In the presently preferred embodiment, separate leads are provided to power a resistive

20 heater in a planar structure. However, in an alternative embodiment a resistive heater can be

driven by a DC component on the coaxial line (if Hxe power detection diode is not used). In

this embodiment, an isolating inductance can be used with the heater to avoid resonances.

During each absorption cycle, the rate of uptake can be measured using time-differen-

tiated measurements. An integral is accumulated to provide an index of the total loading of

25 the absorber. The relation between this integral and the rate of uptake provides an index of

the ambient concentration. When the integral ecbeeds a certain threshold, this indicates that

the absorber is becoming fiilly loaded. The heater is then activated to refiesh the absorber and

. start tfie cycle again.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a system for detecting the composition and

30 microstructure of materials, comprising: an oscillator, which includes a gain element capable

of providing substantial gain at frequencies greater than 100 MHz, and a feedback path,

coupling an output of the gain element to an input thereof, the feedback paOi including a

tunable resonant circuit; and an electromagnetic propagation structure which is RF*c6upled to

load the oscillator and in \^ch electromagnetic wave propagation is electrically loaded by a

35 portion of the material to be characterized, the propagation structure being mechanically

connected to a selective absorption material, which is selective to preferentially absorb a

predetermined target species, and electrically configured to provide efficient capacitive

coupling to the propagation structure, and also to a heater integrated with the propagation

structure in a conunon package; and circuitry connected to monitor the frequency of the
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oscillator to ascertain changes in the composition or microstructure of the material, and to

activate the heater selectively which the absorption material has become loaded.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a single-ended RF probe, for providing a

bidirectional RF mterface over a range including at least one predetermined operating frequen-

5 cy, to detect the presence of at least one target species in a quantity of material, comprising:

an external RF, connection mechanically connected to a siq>port structure; a conductive

structure which is electrically connected to the external connection and mechanically supported

by the support structure, and >^ch provides a transmission line extending from the external

connection; and a resistive heater which is mechanically supported by the siipport structure,

10 and connected to receive a drive current; and a selective absorption material,^ch is selective

to preferentially absorb a predetennined target species, and which is mechanically connected

to the siq)port structure in a relation which provides efficient capacitive coupling to the

transmission line.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for detecting the composition of

15 materials, comprising the steps of: providing a tunable oscillator which is connected to be

pulled by the varying susceptance seen at a load connection thereto; connecting the load

cotmection to the material under test through a single-ended probe which inclucfes connecting

the load connection to the material under test through a single-ended probe ^ch includes a

conductive structure which is patterned to provide a transmission line extending from the

20 external connection, and vAnch also includes a selective absorption material, which is selective

to preferentially absorb a predetennined target species and which is mechanically affixed to

the probe to provide efficient capacitive couplmg to &e transmission line, and a resistive

heater which is inte£^:ated with the probe; and observing time-dependent changes in the

frequency ofthe oscillator to detect tiie rate ofuptake ofthe target species and the cumulative

25 loading ofthe absorber; and activating the heater, whenever the absorber becomes excessively

loaded, to cause desorption of the target species.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a single-eiided RF probe which contains;

a tran^ssion line of at lea^ several half-wavelengths; a selective absorption material to

vMch a species of interiest wiU segregate; and a resistive heater, airintegrated into a common

30 meciianical structure, the Heater can be used to ''unload'* the absorption materid, by driving

off the target species from it This is particularly useful for humidity measurement

35 Summary of the Invention - Monitoring Fermentatiori

The present application discloses processes for monitoring bulk fermmtation, and for

partially characterrang the composition of a batch fennentation, by observing frequency

of a load-pull oscillator which is RF-coupled to the material under test (preferably by a ^nq>le

single-ended RF probe).
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Most phannaceutical fermentations are done in a small batch mode vfhere there is no

flow. The planar probe structure is very conducive to this ^plication. The planar structure

also lends itself to throw away replacements to maintain sensitivities and prevent bacteri-

. ological growth in these sensitive vats. Of course, sterile load-lock procedures are preferably

S used for insertion of a sterile RF probe into a culture vat.

It should be noted that the disclosed methods are not only useful for phannaceutical

applications, but may also be useiid in brewing, winemaking, and in food industry processes

using biologically active agents.

The disclosed methods also permit the biomass ofa fluid stream to be measured. Thus

10 metering of a starter culture can be optimized without waste.

The disclosed methods also provide a direct test for yeast viability in solution. Thus

the presence of yeast activity can be checked during the early stages of fermentation, before

the yeast niass has multipUed sufficiently to be unniistakably active.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for monitoring the status of a

15 fermentation process, comprising the steps of: mtroducing selected active microorganians into

an aqueous solution containing nutrient substances, and isolating the solution in a substantially

sterile vat; electromagnetically coupling a RF probe to flie solution in the vat, and connecting

the probe to load an oscillator operating at more than 100 MHz, with no RF buffer stage being

interposed betwe^ the oscillator and the probe; and observixig time-dependent changes in the

20 frequency behavior of the oscillator, to indicate changes in the composition of the solution.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for initiating a fermentation

process, comprising the steps of: introducing selected active microorganisms from a starter

culture into a nutrient solution, while also monitoring the flow rate of the introducing step and

monitoring the frequency ofan RF oscillator which is connected to the starter culture through

25 a RF probe which is electromagnetically coupled by proximity to be loaded by the starter

culture, vnih no RF buffer stage being interposed between ttie oscillator and the probe; and

terminating the flow to provide a desired total biomass transferred 6om the starter culture into

the nutrient solution.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for monitoring bulk fermentation,

30 and for partially characterizing the composition of a batch fermentation, by observing the

frequency of a load-pull oscillator which is RF-coiq>led to the material under test (preferably

by a simple single-ended RF probe).

35 Summary of the Invention - Monitoiing Curing/Crvstallization

The present application discloses processes for monitoring the state of curing (or

microcrystalline change) ofsolid materials, by observing the frequency ofa load-pull oscillator

which is RF-coupled to the material under test (preferably by a simple single-endedRF probe).

One area where this technique is of particular interest is in monitoring the curing of

40 shaped aerodynamic composite nlaterials.
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Another area of particular interest is in monitoring the curing of concrete and cement

compositions. Cement curing is a complex process which requires a fairly extended period.

In curing Portland cement (and related compounds), it is generally desurable not to cure

too rapidly. Dendritic crystallite growth occurs during the normal curing process, and the

S inteipenetration and interlocking of the resulting crystallites gives the final matmal its

strength. If curing is performed too rapidly, this inteipenetration will not occur, and the

material will be weaker.

Where it is required merely to detect the endpoint of a curing process, a useful

alternative is to use rate-of*change measurements instead of (or in combination with) absolute

10 measurement

Background: Laid-TJp Composite Materials

High performance fiber*reinforced plastic composites are assembled firom single-ply

unidirectional tq)e, e.g. of E-glass-epoxy, S-glass-epoxy, Kevlar 49-epoxy, high strength

15 carbon-epoxy, high modulus carbon-q>oxy, or boron-epoxy. These have highly anisotropic

strength, so that multiple layers of such t^e are normally combined to achieve a fini^ed

structure with adequate strength for its specification.

To manufacture assembled pieces, ^eets of prepreg tape (Le. tape impregnated with

bonding agent) are stacked in a specified orientation and then cured under pressure to fabricate

20 a[ component The prepreg t^ may be cut and laid up by hand or by automated tape laying

machines. The layup is covered with release fabric over which breather plies are placed to

provide a path for removal of entrapped air. A vacuum bag is placed over the breather plies

and the edges are sealed The entire assembly is placed in an autoclave.

Polybutadiene, vinyl ester polymers, and polyimide are thermosetting matrb^

25 are all used in fiber reinforced plastics; but the most popular choice ofmatrix material for high

performance composites containing carbon fibers has been epoxy. (Any molecule that contains

the oxirane group is called an epoxy; tiie backbone of a particular epoxy resin may be built

on aromatic and/or aliphatic grovQ>s.) Amine or anhydride agents are used to cure epoxy

resins. Curing can be achieved at lower t^peratures with the amine agents; anhydride curing

30 agents ofFor increased tbennal stability and moisture resistance. Accelerators such as b(»ron

trifluoride or ben:grldimethylamine (BDMA) are oft^ used to s^eed up the cure of epoxies.

Nondestructive inspection is normally necessary. Composite components must be

mspected to ensive the absence of defects. Microcracks, delaminations, and voids are the most

common types of flaws, and ultrasonic inspection is the most popular method for their

35 detection. One method is ultrasonic C-scan. Other convmtional nondestructive inspection

mediods include visual, some, radiography, microwave, infirared, holognq)hy, and eddy current

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for monitoring the sftate of curixig

(or microcrystalline change) of solid materials, comprising the steps of: combining precursor

components to provide a body having a desired physical shape; electromagnetically coupling

40 a single-ended RF probe to the body, and connecting the probe to load an oscillator operating
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at more than 100 MHz, with no RF buffer stage being interposed between the oscillator and

the probe; and observing time-dependent changes in the frequency behavior of the oscillator,

to detect changes in the composition and/or microcrystalline structure of the body.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for controlling a process of

5 curing a predetermined solid material, comprising the steps of: combining precursor

components to provide a body of the material; electromagnetically coupling a single-ended RF
probe to the body, and connecting die probe to load an oscillator operating at more than 100

MHz, with no RF buffer stage being interposed between the oscillator and the probe; and

observing time-dependent changes in the frequency behavior of the oscillator, to detect

10 changes in the composition and/or microcrystalline structure of the body.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for moiiitoring the state of curing

(or microcrystalline change) of solid materials, by observing the frequency of a load-pull

oscillator which is RF-coupled to the material under test (preferably by a simple single-ended

RF probe).

15
^

Summary of the Iiivention ~ Monitoring Food CbriiDosition and Process

Stage of Food Materials

The present application discloses processes for monitoring the state of processing of,

20 and for partially characterizing the composition of, food and feed products, by observing the

frequracy of a load-pull oscillator vMch is RF-coiq)led to the material under test ^^referably

by a simple single-ended RF probe).

Conventional process control in the food industries is almost entirely off-line (using

laboratories to test samples). On-line controls are ordinarily limited to temperature, flow

25 meters, viscosity, and mass (weighing systems). Processes are usually "recipes" of weights,

times, and temperatures. This is because foodstuffs are chemically yery complex, so that

conventional highrtech method3 (sudi as chromatographs and near IR spectroscopy) are not

usually as adzq^table to on line proce^ control as, in the "regular chemical" industry. The

materials are molecularly too complex.

30 Therefore, laboratory analysis must be used to measure (or. infer) a process condition.

Items as carbohydrate, fats, protein, fiber content, ash content, mineral content are. done by

conventional "wet" analysis. These lab methods are usually

1. Refrsurtometry

2. Photoelectric Colorimetry

35 3. Some spectrophotometry .

4. Some polarimetry

5. Melting/softening points

6. Viscometry

7. Conductivity .

^ 40 8. Some Chromatogr^hy
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9. Titrations

10. Mass/Loss gravimetric methods

IL Solvent extractions techniques

Sometimes these are indirect measuremoits. For example, viscosity may be used to infer

S water content or gelatinization of starch (cooking). Water cont^it of various components is

a major item of interest/control. This is usually measured by heating a sample and measuring

the weight loss. Color is used to determine proper cooking times for caramelization of

starch/flour products.

By contrast, the disclosed methods permit direct real-time measurement of the

10 molecular changes.

In one aspect of this» melting and softening can be measured^ directly, and correlation

with temperature will then give an indirect measurements of process' states.

Given a generally known process flow, the present invention provides new ineOiods for

monitoring the composition of the flow. For example, the disclosed inventions permit real-

15 time non-contaminating measurement of water content, or fat content, or both in a stream of

ingredients or in a stream of processed food products.

Given a g^erally known process flow, the present invention also provides new

methods for monitoring the degree ofcooking ofthe flow. As the following results show, the

molecular changes in starches which are caused by cooking can be directly detected, and the

20 molecular changes in meats which are caused by cooking can also be directly detected. This

provides elBcient endpoint detection for food processing.

The simplest way to use Ifais monitoring technique analytic^Qly i

derivative ofthe measured RF frequencies: a certain percoitage decrease m the rate ofchange

can be used for an endpoint signal, to terminate a batch cooking stage. (Of course, this.

25 percentage decrease would be customized for a particular process, and would allow for

continued cooking as the temperature of the food materials is ramped down.)

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for processing food and

analogous materials, comprising the steps of: providing multiple flows ofingredient material^

electromagnetically coupling a single^ded RF probe to at least one the flipw of ingredient

30 materials, the probe being electrically connected to load a free-running RF oscillator, with no

RF buffer stage being interposed between the oscillator and the probe; and observing the

frequency behavior of the oscillator, to detect variation in the composition of the respective

flow of ingredient materials; dynamically controlling the flows of the materials in accordance

with results of the observing step; and combining and processmg the flows of ingredient

35 materials to provide a food product

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for dr^g organic materials,

comprising the steps of: providing a flow of a material which yaries in water content;

electromagnetically coupling a RF probe to the flow, the probe bciiig electrically connected

to load a free-running RF oscillator, with no RF buffer stage being interposed between the

40 oscillator and the probe; observing the frequency behavior of the oscillator, to detect the
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moisture content of the flow; and adding water to the flow whenever the observing step

indicates that the moisture content of the flow is below a target level; and drying the flow in

a dryer stage; whereby the moisture content of the flow is dynamically controlled to be high

enough to prevent clogging of the dryer, but no higher than necessary for reliable operation.

5 Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for cooking food and analogous

materials, comprising the steps of: introducing a mixture of predet^mined ingredients into a

cooking vessel; applying heat to the vessel iii a controlled temperature-versus-time relationship,

to cook the mixture; electromagnetically coupling a RF probe to the mixture in the vessel, and

connecting the probe to load an oscillator operating at more than 1 00 MHz, with no RF buffer

10 stage being interposed between the oscillator and the probe; observing the frequency behavior

of the oscillator, to detect changes in the molecular composition and/or conformation of the

mixture; and unloading the vat at a time which is at least partially determined by the results

of the observing step.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a methods for monitoring the state of

15 processing of, and for partially characterizing the composition of, food and feed products, by

observing the frequency of a load-pull oscillator which is RF-coupled to the material under

test (preferably by a simple single-ended RF probe).

20 Summary bf fee Invehtioii - Patch Probe

In many applications the avoidance of direct contact with the materials under test is

over^elmingly desirable, to prevent contaniination.

The present application discloses a noninvasive RF probe which can be readily coupled,

through a dielectric window, to a material under test. This probe provides a "single-ended"

25 isolated-coupling element which permits load-pull measurements to be made on an increased

variety of nmterials. The electrical configuration of this probe is like that of a patch

antenna,^^ and hence tBs probe may be referred to as a "patch probe**. The patch probe is

inherently less sensitive than a probe vMch is directly immersed in or inserted into the

niaterial imder test, but may be sufficiently sensitive for mahy applications.

30 A planar probe can also be used for coupling through a window. In this case the

planar probe would be placed flat against the window. However, the patch probe is preferred

f(»r such applicatioiis.

Among the disclosed ihv^tions is provided a system for detecting the compos^^

microstructure of materials, comprising: an oscillator, which includes a gain element capable

35 of providing substantial gain at frequencies greater than 100 MHz, and a feedback path,

coupling an ou^ut of the gain element to an input thereof, the feedback path including a

tunable resonant circuit; and a patch antenna which is RF-coiq)led to load the oscillator and

'Microwave antennas of such configuration are believed to have been used for heating,

but £q>parently not for characterization.
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which is placed in proximity to a portion of the material to be characterized so that

electromagnetic wave propagation in the antenna is electrically loaded thereby; and circuitry

connected to monitor the frequency of the oscillator to ascertain changes in the composition

or microstructure of the material.

S Among the disclosed inventions is provided amethod for detecting the composition and

microstructure of materials, coniprising the steps of: providing a free-running oscillator which

is connected to be pulled by the varying susceptance seen at a load connection thereto;

connecting the load connection to the material imder test through a patch antennavMch is RF-

coupled to load the oscillator and which is placed in proximity to a portion of the material to

10 be characterized so that electromagnetic wave propagation in the antenna is electrically loaded

thereby; and observing changes in the frequency of the oscillator.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided an electrical characteriscation system in

vMch a patch antenna, used as a single-ended RF probe, is placed sufficiently close to a

material under test to achieve near-field coupling thereto, and is also electrically coupled to

IS a load^puUed oscillator.

Summary of the Invention - Load-Pull Analysis Method

The present application discloses a mediod for rapidly analyzing the state of a giv»

20 process. A load-pulled oscillator is coiq)led to tiie material under test, and is swept across a

range of frequencies. The oscillator frequency is swept, for example, by sweeping a tuning

voltage, applied to a varactor in the oscillator circtiits, across a predetermined range. The

oscillator is coupled to the material under test by a probe which is electrically long (preferably

at least several half*wavelengfhs when fiilly loaded by the material md& test). The specific

25 coiiditipns (probe type, physical conditions of coupling, and range of tuning yoUages or

frequencies) will all have been previously defined, using the various considerations set forth

in detail below. The oscillator frequency is monitored while the tuning voltage is swept in

a predetermined direction (up rather than down, for example.

For this defined set of conditions, each sweep of the tuning voltage will produce

30 a corresponding range of oscillator frequency values f^^^. By mtegrating f^^^, over the

predetermined range ofV^^, a single derived index number results. This turns out to be very

usefid in characterizing a given process under a given set of conditions.

Part of the reason for this is that shifts in material composition which produce even

very small shifts in permittivity will have the effect of shifting the "knees" in the frequency

35 curye. These knees, which are readily visible in plots of oscillator frequency as a function of

tuning voltage, correspond to points where the oscillator phase goes through a 1 80p transition*

When this occurs, the oscillator will return to its original operating frequency, and this

fi^qumcy is likely to shift.

In a typical application the oscillator's basic frequency can be forced to change by the

40 inclusion of a varactor (a voltage variable cq)acitor) in the primary resonant loop of the
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circuit. By applying a DC voltage on this varactor, many oscillators can be tuned over an

octave band. In the description above, the oscillator and load pull performance was assuming

a fixed frequency (no varactor) circuit If the load was a fixed length of lossless transmission

line and the oscillator frequency was forced by the applied voltage on the varactor as opposed

5 to the load pull phenomena, the "knees" would be seen as the phase seen at the oscillator was

swept through 1 80° because ofthe effect of decreased wavelengths at higher frequencies. The

number of knees s^pearing in the voltage vs frequency plot is dq)endent upon the dielectric

constant of the medium in the transmission line, the length of the line and the frequency.

Thus, simple data reduction can be performed to derive a single index number for a

10 given set of conditions. This is particularly usefiil where a given system is being tracked over

time, since the time-domain behavior of the index nimiber can easily be tracked. Thus, for

instance, for endpoint detection in monitoring a .batch process, the endpoint can be identified

when the mdex value has shifted by a certain percenUge from its initial valtie and the rate of

change has declined to a certain percentage of itsmaximum value during the process run.

IS Among the disclosed inventions is provided a method for controlling a process,

comprismg the steps of: providing a voltage-controlled oscillator which is connected to be

pulled by the varying susceptance seen at a load connection thereto, and which is connected

to be tuned by a tuning voltage applied thereto; connecting the load connection to an RF
interface which is electrically loaded by proximity to material tmdergoing the process;

20 sweepii^ the tuning voltage across a predetermined rahgie of voltages; integrating the

oscillation frequency of the oscillator, as a frmction of tuning voltage, across the range of

voltages, to provide a process index value; coriiparing the process mdex value with a known

range of values for comparable process conditions; and taking action conditionally, within the

process, in dependence on the result of the comparing step.

25 Among the disclosed inventions is provided a process control method, wherein a load-

pulled voltage-contrbUed oscillator is coiipled throuj^ an RF probe, without isolation, to a

material in the process. The frequency response of the oscillator is then integrated over

voltage, as the tuning voltage is varied across a predetermined range. This integral gives a

single "process index** value which is then used as a basis for conditional action on the

30 process.

Summary of the Invention - Switchable Probe

. A ftirther disclosed innovation is a single-ended probe which includes multiple

35 transmission line segments, and v/hich also includes an RF switching element connected to

permit switching between the two segments.

If an RF switch (pin diodes) was used oh the substrate to switch between two lines,

one could be an uncovered metal trace and the other could be a covered metal section with

the covering being selective to a particular chemical. This combination woiild provide a

40 measurement of a specific substance usiog the covered side of the probe, and once this
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component of the material under study is known an additional component could be derived

from the response from the bare side of the probe. For example if the covered side was of

the material to discern glucose in a dextrose/glucose/water mixture, the bare side's additional

information would provide for a solution to how much water was m the mixture.

S This can also be used to provide spatially-resolved diSereiitial measurement for

detection of spatially-varying characteristics (e.g. material zone boimdaries in a distillation or

chromatographic colmnn).

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a system for detecting the composition and

microstructure of materials, comprising: an oscillator, which includes a gain element capable

10 of providing substantial gain at frequencies greater than 100 MHz, and a feedback path,

coupling an output of the gain element to an input thereof, the feedback path including a

tunablcf resonant drcuit; and an electromagnetic propagation structure which is RF-coupled to

load the oscillator and vAdch includes an RF switch and first and second transmission line

structures, the switch being connected and configured to connect the first transmission line

15 structure to the external connection selectively under remote command; at least one of the

transmission line structures being positioned so that electromagnetic wave propagation thereon

can be electrically loaded by proximity to a portion of the material to be characterized; and

circuitry connected to monitor tiie frequency of the oscillator to ascertain changes in the

composition or microstructure of the material.

20 : Among the disclosed inventions is provided a single-ended RF probe, for providing a

bidirectional RF interface to materials to be characterized, comprising: an external RF

connection mechanicaUy connected to a dielectric siQiport stnK^ture; and anRF

on the siqipprt structure and electrically connected to the external connection; and first and

second transmissipn line structures, each connected to the switch and mounted on the support

25 structure; wherein the switch is connected and configured to connect the first transmission line

structure to the external connection selectively, in accordance with a bias signal received at

the external connection.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided amethod for detecting tiie composition and

microstructure of materials, comprising the steps of: providing a tunable oscillator which is

30 connected to be pulled by the varying susceptance seen at a load connection thereto;

connecting the load connection to the miaterial under test through a single-ended probe which

includes an RF switch and first and second transmission line structures, the switch being

connected and configured to connect the first transmis^on line structure to the external

connection selectively under remote command; positioning the probe so that at least one of

35 the transmission line structures is electrically loaded by proximity to a portion of the material

to be characterized; and observing changes in the fi:equency ofthe oscillator, while switching

the RF switch to activate the first and second transmission lines alternately.

Among the disclosed inventions is provided a single-ended RF probe which contains

an RF switch, and TWO transmission lines, all integrated into a common mechanical structure.

.40 The two transmission lines can both be capacitively loaded by inserting the mechanical
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structure into a material under test, but the two lines have different coupling characteristics.

(For example, one line may be coated with a selective absorption material; or the two lines

may merely be ^atially separate.) Remote sensing electronics^ such as a load-pulled

oscillator, thus have an electrical mterface through which to detect changes corresponding to

5 the properties of the material under test The RF switch permits additional information to be

gained by switching between the two transmission lines!

10 Brief Description of the Dravying

The present invention will be described with reference to the accompanying drawings,

which show important sample embodiments ofthe invention and which are incorporated in the

specification hereof by reference, wherein:

Figures lAl and 1A2 show a planar probe for use with a load-pulled oscillator

15 system. Figures IBl and 1B2 show a modification of the planar probe of Figure 1, wherein

an impedance transformer is included. Figure IC shows a fiirther modification of the planar

probe of Figure 1, wherein a coiq)led line structure is used.

Figares 2A1 and 2A2 show a planar probe with a termmating element. Figure 2B1
shows a detail view of the attachment of a resistor terminating element in thfe probe of Figure

20 2A. Figure 2B2 shows a detail view of the attachment of a short-circuit terminating element

in the probe of Figure 2A. Figure 2B3 sho\^^ a detail view of the attachment of a capacitor

terminating element in the probe of Figure 2A. Figure 2B4 shows a detail view of the

attachment of an inductor tmninating element in the probe of Figure 2A. Figure 2B5 shows

a detail view of the attachment of a diode terminating element m the probe of Figure 2A.

25 Figure 2C shows a detail view of the attachment of the probe of Figure 2A to a

coaxial connector.

Figure 3A shows a planar probe wherein the conductive traces are overlaid with a

cover of a material which is different firom the substrate.

F^re 3B shows assembly of a planar probe with a cover.

30 Fi^re 4A shows a planar probe with an added selective absorption layer, for

chemically selective signal enhanceanent. Figures 4B1 and 4B2 show a planar probe with

beads affixed thereto, for chemically selective signal enhancement Figure 4Cshow5 a planar

probe with an added selective absorption layer and a stabilizing overcoat.

Figure 4D shows a planar probe with an added selective absorption layer thereon; and

35 with a heater integrated on the same substrate.

Figures 4E1 and 4E2 show a planar probe with TWO transmisdon lines (only one of

them overlain by an added selective absorption layer), and an RF switch to select which of the

two transmission lines will be active.

Figure 5A shows a coaxial load-pull measurement chamber with a tapered dielectric

40 sheath on the central conductor.
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Figure 5B shows a planar tapered probe.

Figure 6 shows an example of mounting a planar probe to monitor the electrical

characteristics of a fluid stream or a vessel.

Figures 7A1 and 7A2 show two views of a first sample embodiment of a patch

5 antenna, for coupling through a dielectric wall (or window) to electrically monitor the contents

of a vessel or process flow. Figures TBI and 7B2 show two views of a second patch antenna

embodiment, which also can be used for monitoring materials through a dielectric wall.

Figure 8 shows an example of mounting a patch antenna, in a reflective configuration,

to monitor the electrical characteristics of a fluid stream or a vessel.

10 Figure 9 schemadcally shows the electrical configuration used in the presently

preferred embodiments of the inventions.

Figure 10 schematically shows the configuration of a complete system for

implementing the disclosed inventions.

Figure 11A shows actual measured results fit)m monitoring moisture absorption by

15 alumina beads (from Alcoa™) affixed to a planar probe. Figure 1IB is an expanded plot of

spme key data points from the plot of Figure ! lA.

Figure 12 shows actual measured r^ts from monitoring moisture absorption by a

low-^msity alununa disk affixed to a planar probe.

Figure 13 shows actual measured results from monitoring microcrystalline changes

20 during setting of a cement slurry. Various time intervals were used as indicated by the

dmwing.

Figure 14A shows actual measured results frorn monitoring conformational changes

(molecular esqiansionX of xanthan from thehnal treatment, using a bare planar probe, and

Figure 14B is an expanded plot of some key d^ points from ^e plot of Figure 14A.

25 Figure 14C is a plot showing measurement of the concentration of xanthan in water. Figure

14D shows actual measured results from monitoring conformational changes (molecular

expansion) of starch from thermal treatment, using a bare planar probe, and Figure 14£ is an

»q>anded plot of some key data points from the plot of Figure 14D.

Figure ISA shows actual data from compositional measurement ofa mixture of water

30 with aninial protein and fat, using a tq)ered plai^

Figure 15B shows actual measured results from measurement of molecular

modification of protein (thermally) (/.e. cooking), using a planar probe with a sheath cover,

and Figure 15C is an expanded plot of some key data points from the plot of Figure 15B.

Figure 16A shows a family of curves from nieasurement of glucose concentration in

35 a 0J% saline solution, and Figure 16B is a breakout of dat£^ints firom the family of curves

of Figure 16A«

Figure 17A diows a biomass determination, in which the presence of live yeast is

readily distinguished from the presence of dead yeast, and Fi^re 17B is an expanded plot of

some key data points from the plot of Figure 17A.
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Figure 18A shows actual measured results from monitoring a fermentation process,

using a planar probe, and Figure 18B is an expanded plot of some key data points from the

plot of Figure 18A.

Figure 19A shows actual data from in-situ monitormg of enzymatic conversion of

5 glucose to a glucose/fructose mixture, using a planar probe, and Figure 19B is an expanded
plot of some key data points from the plot of Figure 19A.

Figure 20 shows actual data from in-situ monitoring of selective absorption of glucose
from a protein/saline solution onto a modified zeolite, using a planar probe (as shown m
Figure 4C) with an added selective absorption layer and a stabilizmg overcoat.

10 Figure 21 shows actual data from in-situ monitoring 'of selective absorption of
ammonia from atmosphere performed atroom temperature using a modified zeolite on a planar
probe.

Figure 22A shows a pair of sample curves of f^^ versus Y^^, for a system which has

been modified, and Figure 22B shows the difference between the derived data parameters

15 corresppndmg to tfiese curves. Figure 22C shows another pair ofsample curves of f^^^ versus

V^jm, for a highly lossy composition before and after modification, and Figure 22D shows the

differrace between the doived data parameters corresponding to these curves.

Figure 23 shows measurement of aging of a fat^otein mixture at ambient
temperature.

20 Figure 24A shows a flow chart for process control based on a "process index" value,

derived as in Figures 22A-22D, in a simple process example as shown in Figure 24B.

;
Figure 25A shows a sample process flow for fennentation monitoring according to the

disclosed inventions, and Figure 25B shows a flow chart for corresponding control logic, in

which the capability ofFigure 25A is used for endpoint detection and yeast viability assurance,

25 Figure 25C shows a fermentation process for sugar conversion, and Figure 26D shows an
qozymatic modification process.

Figure 26A shows a sample setup for monitoring of material curing according to the

disclosed inventions, and Figure.26B shows a flow chart for correqxmding control logic, in

which the capOomty of Figure 26A is used for control of curing rale and also for endpoint
30 detection.

Figure 27A shows a simple process flow for monitoring offood processing according

to the disclosed inventions, and Figure 26B shows a flow chart for coirespondmg control

Figure 28 shows an example of a Rieke plot, in which osdllator power and frequency

35 are plotted as a function of the load admittance presented at some point in the output circuit

of the oscillator.

Figures 29A-29C show three system configurations m whicli the disclosed inventions

are used for humidity measurement.

Figure 30 shows absoiption/desorption cycling, for use of a probe having a selective

40 absorption material and also a desorption heater.
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Description of the Preferred Embodiments

The numerous innovative teachings of the present application will be described with

particular reference to the presently preferred embodiment. However, it should be understood

5 that this class of enibodiments provides only a few examples of the many advantageous uses

of the innovative teachings hereia In general, statements made in the q>ecification of the

present application do not necessarily delimit sm^ ofthe various claimed inventions. Moreover,

some statements may apply to some inventive features but not to others.

10 Measnrement System

Figure 10 schematically shows tibe configuration of a complete' system for

implementing the disclosed inventions. The chemical system undermeasurement interacts with

the acdve planar probe 10 and produces a shift in die frequency of operation of the load pull

oscillator 30. The frequency coimter portion of the support electronics 40 accepts the

15 oscillator's output, counts the number of zero crossings during a fixed time interval, and

provides the information to the signal processing section. The frequency of the oscillator 30

is computed by the processing section. This frequency is then used in a polynomial equation,

subtracted from a fixed nummcalvalm, to obtain a process value. The analog and digitalI/0

sections ofelectronics 40 can receive commands from die processing section and outjput analog

20 or digital signals based on this process value. The operator interface provides the operator

with the means ta change the polynomial or fixed numerical value, to set alarms and relay

closmg values and to range the ou^ut Data logging can b^ obtained through a digital

interface for connection to a PC.

25 Electrical Configuration

Figure 9 schematically shows the electrical configuration used to implement the

oscillator in the presentiy preferred embodiments of the inventions; The load seen at line

RFOUT (presented by the measurement section 800) is connected to the collector of driv^

transistor 910, while the tank drcuit 34 is connected into the emitter-base coupling of driver

30 transistor 910. llie directional coupler 48 is a dual directional coupler which is cbm
direcfly to die line RFOUT.

Note tiiat a small series resistor 912 is used in the RFOUT line. (In the presentiy

preferred embodiment, the value of this component is 9Q.) This resistor helps to prevent

spectral breakup (by suppressing oscillation at secondary frequencies).

35 A shum resistor 914 is also attach to die RFOUT line. ^
stability, by fixing a maximum magnitude for the impedance seen at line RFOUT. (In the

presentiy preferred embodim^t, the vahie of this compor&ent is 562Q^

These two resistors will reduce the magnitude ofthe frequency hops sera, as discussed

above.
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The directional coupler preferably diverts only 1% of the reflected power, so that the

load is still coupled closely enough to be able to pull the oscillator. The corresponding output

from coupler 48 is coimected to a frequency cdxmter and control logic, as described above.

Also, the two outputs from the directional couple are used to measure inserted power and

5 reflected power.

Planar Probes

The present application discloses a planar probe which can be readily inserted into a

variety ofmaterials in solid, liquid, gas or plasma phase. This probe provides a "single-ended"

10 coupling element which permits load-pull measurements to be made on an increased variety

ofmaterials. As with the coaxial configuration, oscillator frequency can be monitored direcdy

,

or in combination with insertion loss.

Figures lAl abd 1A2 shows a planair probe for use with a load-pulled oscillator

system. This probe contains a simple stripline structure, with a central strip 21 coupled to the

15 central wire 22 of the coaxial input, and a sunounding plane coupled to the shielding of the

coaxial input. This provides a simple constant-impedance transmission line structure.

In a sample embodimoit, the central strip 21 is 0.08" wide, and it is separated from

the adjacent plane 23 on either edge by a 0.03" gap. The overall dimensions of the substrate

24 are 0.75" by 2.375", and the strip 21 is about 2** long. However, of course, these numbers

20 are merely illustrative, and can be readily varied. As will be recognized by microwave

engineers, the dimensions should be selected to maintam an impedance match to the incoming

line (which is a standard 50Q coax, m the presently preferred embodiment). This small

structure permits ready insertion into fluid streams; Figure 6 shows an example of mounting

a planar probe 10 (like probe 1 1 of Figure 1, or modified as described below) on a standard

25 flange for easy insertion into a process stream 100. In some applications, it may be

advantageous to position the probe 10 so that its ground plane occupies the portions of the

sensor vMch might be exposed to interferences to measurement, such as particles or gas

bubbles.

A standard coaxial connector 25 is used, in the presentiy preferred embodiment, but

30 of course other connectors can be used (or a coaxial line cah be sdld^d direcdy to the

probe). Figure 2C shows a detail view of the attachment of the probe of Figure 2A to a

coaxial connector, in a sample preferred embodiment

The transmission line does not necessarily have to end in an open, as in the

embodiment of Figure lA. Termination of this transmission line can be accomplished in

35 several ways. Figure 2A shows a planar probe 12 with a terminating elemrat 26. The chip

terniiiiation 26 can be a resistor, capadtor, inductor, short, or diode. Figure 2B1 shows a

detail view of the attachment of a resistor terminating elenlent 26A in the probe of Figure 2A.

Figure 2B2 shows a detail view of a short-circuit termination 26B in the probe of Figure 2A.

Figure 2B3 shows a detail view of the attachment of a capacitor terminating element 26C in

40 the probe of Figure 2A. Figure 2B4 shows a detail view ofthe attachment of an inductor ter-
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minating clement 26D in the probe of Figure 2A, Figure 2B5 shows a detail view of the

attachment of a diode terminating element 26E in the probe of Figure 2A,

Selection of one of these terminations can be made in accordance with the heeds for

measurement of particular materials. The resistive termmation could encompass from a short

5 to an open depending iqpon the material under study and its reflections. Ifa magnetic material

is under study, it may be advantageous to have a short at the end or possibly an inductive

structure 26D. A pure dielectric would most likely be optimum with an open or capacitive

load to achieve a voltage maximum at the end of the probe. Other materials may be

absorptive and respond better with a different impedance load than an open or short A diode

10 load 26E could provide alternating capacitiye/resistive loads each 1/2 cycle in addition to

providing a DC value relative to the power seen at the load (the transmitted power as opposed

to the reflected power). This DC value could be measured back at the oscillator end of the

probe using appropriate DC blocks and RF chokes to direct the DC voltage to a voltmeter.

15 Choice of Probe Substrate and Cover

The simplest substrate 24 is simply fired high-density alumma (essentially AI2O3).

This is commercially available, and is commonly used for microwave circuits (due to its

desurable low-loss properties).

Where environmental passivation is needed, and a slight degree of decoupling from the

20 material under test is acceptable, a cover of fired high-density alumina can simply be epoxied

. onto the substrate and conductors.

Such high-density alumina is hnpermeable and inert However, for huiiudity-sensing

applications, it may be preferable to use low-dendty material instead. Low-density almnina

is somewhat porous, and has an afBnity for moisture, but still has reasonable mechanical

25 properties. Thus a substrate and/or cover of low-density material can provide an enhanced

signal for detection of ambient humidity changes.

Thus, one alternative is isostatic pressing a powdered composite material atop the

substrate 24 and probe traces 21/23, and then baking it to form a cover. The powdered

composite material can optionally be admixed with zeolites or other seiective*absorbing

30 . material. Figure 3A shows a planar probe wherein the conductive traces 21/23 are ov^Jaid

with a cover 27 of a material which is different from the substrate. Note also Aat an epoxy

fill 22A is used to protect the connection of central wbe 22 to strip 21.

In a variation of this, the initial substrate 24 can also be made of isostatic pressed low-

dendty material, so that, after baking, the traces are embedded in a solid body of absorbing

35 material.

Alternatively, the cover 27 can be made ofother materials such as low-density alumina,

fired alumina, other cerainic materials, or even fiberglass.

The probe 10 can be used -T>are", Le. with the leads exposed, if sufficiently inert

metallization is used, e,g, gold or a self-passivating metallization such as stainless steel.
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Alternatively, a thin applied passivation layer can be used, such as plasma-deposited

perfluorocarbon.

The metallization 2 1/23, in the presently preferred embodiment, is merely copper (since

this can be processed easily with standard printed-wiring-boarid processes). However, of

5 course, numerous other metallization materials and techniques can be used instead.

For materials havmg high ionic conductivity (and hence high RF absorption), the

conductors can be covered by a separate thin substrate. This would provide a propagation

similar to a strip line mode where the upper and lower ground planes are in effect the

conductive liquid under measurement.

10 However, m alternative embodunents (as discussed below), substrates with other

selective absorption properties can be used instead.

Adaptations of Probe Structure

Dielectric properties of particular fluids being measured can be allowed for by

15 alterations to the structures on the planar probe. This will provide for better field patterns

ent^ng the fluids and therefore, increase the sensitivity to the variable under study.

One embodiment is the use of an aluminum oxide ceramic cover 27 over the

conducting metallization for obtaining a better match mto solutions contaihmg ionic salts. The
thickness of this ceramic substrate covering will impact the field patternis; Thinn^ covers

20 would aid in heavy salt solutions. The metalliration can also be altered to achieve greater

field strengths into the ceramic covers, and therefore into the fluids. These changes would be
in the separation between the Center conductor and the grouiid pla^

Other dielectric sandwiches can provide cotq>ling to the medium under study. The top

side cover 27 can be of a high dielectric material vMe the substrate 24 on the lower side is

25 made of a low dielectric. This would help m measurements \*ere the medium has vast

changes in dielectric constant

Figures IBl and 1B2 show a modification of the planar probe of Figure 1, wherein
an impedance transformer is included. Wh^ is hot part of the presently preferred

embodiment, it may be useful in liiatching to soine ihaterials.

30 Figure IC shows a further modification of Ae planar probe pf Kgure 1, wherein a
coupled line structure is used. The additional lines 21B provide inoreased apparent Ime length,

as well as some impedance transformation. (Of course, proper selection of the cover and/or

substrate material can also be used for ad^tions to load density and permittivity, as

discussed above.)

35 The metallization may also be cof^giired to achieve a spiral inductive pattern vMch
would create specific magnetic field patterns to achieve a permeability measuremmt emphaas.
This can optionally be combined with coverings with magnetic characteristics to direct or

concentrate the magnetic field.

The preferred embodiment uses various stripline configurations, but alternatively a

40 slotline or other coiifiguration can be used instead.
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Probe with Extended Impedance Transformation

The present application discloses a probe which can be readily inserted into a variety

of materials in solid, liquid, gas or plasma phase. This probe provides a "single-ended"

coupling element v^ch permits load-pull measurements to be made on an increased variety

5 of materials.

A basic requirement of many applicadoiis is the need for measurement of materials

having a wide range of dielectric constant (e from 1 to 180) using a single transmission line

section. This may create problems in launching the electromagnetic energy into a different

dielectric meditmi. Without some help in making a graceful transition from one propagation

10 medium to another (at a very different dielectric constant), the energy will simply be reflected.

The present disclosure teaches that a single-ended probe using a graded impedance

(achieved by a planar tapmd line or otherwise) can be particularly advantageous for coupling

a load-pulled oscillator to a material system to be monitored. In alternate embodiments, such

probes can also be used for RF sensing in other electrical configurations, using standard

15 instrumentation in the microwave industry as a part of material characterization problems.

Such embodiments are less preferable, but can still confer some of the advantages of the

claimed invrations.

It should also be noted Hast it may be advantageous to make the physical length of a

tapered probe longer than that of a corresponding straight probe.

20 The preferred approach to this is a "tapered planar" structure, Le, a planar probe wifli

a taper imposed on the trace geometries., An example of this is shown in Figure SB. This

provides a compact singlerended probe vrfuch can be used for load-pull or other charac-

terization of widely varying material streams. The tap&ed central structure performs an

extended impedance transformation across a significant distance while electromagnetically

25 coupled to the material under test This solves the problem of coupling to the dielectric

material. It also helps to solve the problems of lossy materials (such as salt water), where the

lossiness of the material can make it difficult to obtain any usable signal at all.

Figure 5A shows an alternative single-ended probe embodiment, for use with flow-

through piping designs like those described in US Patent 5,025,222, and PCT applicationWO
30 91/08469, both cited above. Figure 5A shows a load-pull measurement chamber SOO' with a

t£q)ered dielectric sheath 810 on the central conductor 820. The extension of the base center

rod 820 through the tapered sheath 810 provides for the electrical length to mcrease with small

8q since the lower 8,, will still be of sufficient impedance to allow the continual propagation

of the electromagnetic wave. In the configuration shown, the top port 802 is used for

35 introduction of a temperature probe, and the proce^ fluid flows from port 804 tbrough to

ou^ut port 806. It may be seen that clearances are tigbt, in the configuration shown. The

sheath 810 is preferably maphined with a flat (not shown) on its top side, for reduced flow

resistance.

For lossy materials, the taper will also give a gradual entry into the highly ionic fluids

40 which should give rise to a graceful loss/length relationship. For less lossy, low 8^ materials
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the bare rod should aid in the determinatioh of the loss since it will more readily show low

loss.

If fluids with well known e's are placed in this test section and frequency and incident

and reflected plowers noted, a calibration curve should be generated which can be related to

5 various VCO/pipe configurations. The pipe section used was a version ofthe 0.5" 5" long unit

with 1/8" rod. The taper was across approximately 3" with the center rod protruding w 1" past

the end of the taper.

Probe with Selective Absorption Material

10 The present application discloses structures and methods for enhanced RF detection

using chemically selective materials 'on an RF probe. The chemically selective material may

be a coating, or may be part of the substrate, or may be a separate covor. At least part of flie

selective material is placed in proximity to the RF propagation structure, so that absorption

of a target species by the selective material will change the dielectric loading seen by the RF
15 propagation structure.

The selective material can be attached in various ways. Figure 4A shows a planar

probe 14 with an added selective absorption layer 28, for chemically selective signal

enhancement Note that, in the configuration of this Figure, the absorber ("active material")

28 overlies the cover 27, as opposed to the more common configuration vdiere the active

20 material 28 substitutes for the cover 27.

Figure 4B shows a planar probe 15 with beads 28" affixed thereto, for chemically

selective signal enhancement.

Figure 4C shows a planar probe 16 with an added selective absorption layer 28 and

a stabilizing overcoat (protective membrane) 2S\ Figure 3B shows assembly of a planar

25 probe substrate 24 to a selective absorption layer 28 and a stabilizing overcoat (protective

membrane) 28'.

The selective material can be anything vdiich will support an electromagnetic field and

have specific properties for a chemical structiire. Examples iiiclude zeolites, ceramics with

specificabsdrptions, doped semiconductorswU^
30 constant with absorption. A further attemative is &e use of enzymes embedded in a porous

structure which are altered by selective substances may also be possible. This change in the

en2yme structure would be visible with the load pull scheme. Ifa substrate was embedded or

coated with a material which would deteriorate with selective absorption, the monitoring of

the degradation can give rise to determination of the amount of the chemical present.

35 For another nample, zhconia has unusual properties with oxygen at high temperatures.

It forms a ion exchange with oxygen molecules whidi is used to measure oxygen content of

gas streams especially in cars and stack emission monitoring. It is.contemplated that use of

this as a substrate can be advantageous for O2 monitoring.

In the medical, food and phanhaceutical industries, it can be advantageous to

40 implement the selective-absorber substrate 16 as a throwaway substrate, to preserve sterility.
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A particular advantage of the absorber-coated probe is that it can be designed to be

self-calibrating. By contrast, other probes may need to be calibrated with a sample which is

(or approximates) the material in question.

Fignre 21 shows actual data from in-situ monitoring of selective absorption of

S ammonia from atmosphere performed at room temperature using a modified zeolite on a planar

probe. The absorbing element is a modified zeolite which absorbs NH3 but not water. The

initial oscillator frequency was about 11 14.5 MHz, and this did not shift significantly while

a flow of H20-saturated nitrogen was ^plied. After an additional flow of ammonia was

added to the H20-saturated nitrogen flow, the oscillator frequency shifted over a period of 30

10 minutes, as indicated on the chart, by 4.8 MHz downward. (The numerals on fhe X-axis are

arbitrary designators; each numeral corresponds to about 13 seconds.) Note that the rate of

change declines markedly near the end, as the absorber nears equilibrium with die vapor-phase

concentration. The specific zeolite used in this experiment also selectively absorbs HCN, so

this same structure can also be used fgr a danger warning in an environment, e.g. in metal-

15 plating operations.

The simplest application of selective absorption is for humidity sensing, e.g. using an

absorber oflow-density AI2O3 (alumina). Alumina will equilibrate to a moisture concentration

ydiich is exactly proportional (within a certain range) to the ambient humidity. (The

interatction between altnnina and water is typical ofmany materials systems, where the relative

20 equilibrium concentrations of a solute S in materials A and B are linearly related by a

segregation coefficient k = [S]y^/[S]B.) However, the present invention does not require as

much time as would be needed for equilibration. Instead, the rate of iq>take of humidity by

the absorber is differmtially monitored, and this provides a fast measurement which also is

related to the ambient humidity.

25 Figure 11A shows actual measured results from monitoring moisture absorption by

alumina beads 28" (from Alcoa™) affixed to a planar probe 15, In this Figure the oscillator

frequency goes from 1230 to 1332 MHz as the tuning voltage is ramped from 4.3V to 20V.

(In all of the foUo^g plots of psdlltilpr frequency versus tuning voltage, the tuning voltage

is typically swept across the range shown in tens of millisecond$ to tens of seconds.) Figure

30 IIB ism expmitd plot of some key data points from the plot of Figure 1 1A. The top;curve

shows an initial state, in which the oscillator frequency goes from about 1286 to 1312.4 MHz
as the tuning voltage is ramped from TV to 13V. The arrow marked * shows the shift in

frequency behavior for 5 minutes exposure to 100% relative humidity. In the resulting curve

(the lowest shown), the oscillator frequency goes from below 1280 MHz to,about 1306.SMHz

35 as the tuning voltage is ramped from TV to 13V. The arrow marked ^ws the further

diifi in frequency behavior after raposure for 2 nunules to a d^ Inthiscurve

the oscillator frequency goes from 1280 MHz to about 130T.6 MHz as the tuning voltage is

ramped from TV to 13V.

Figure 12 shows actual measured results from monitoring moisture absorption by a

40 low-density alumina disk affixed to a planar probe. This disk was custom-made for this ex-
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periment by low^temperature sintering of"A-300" rehydratable activated alumina powder from

LaRoche Chemicals Inc., Baton Rouge Louisiana. Two parts of unground powder are mixed

with one part of water, pressed to shape, and baked for three hours at 400oC.

The multiple traces in Figure 12 indicate successive runs at separate times tj-tj. The

5 last run (tj) was made after 12 hours in approximately 100% relative humidity. In fliis curve

the oscillator frequency goes from about 1302 MHz to about 1317.1 MHz as the tuning

voltage is ramped from 10.IV to 20V. Also shown, for comparison, is a "0" line (0%
humidity, desiccated) and a cxirve for the bare planar probe. In the "0" line curve the

oscillator frequency goes from about 1302.7 MHz to about 1320.4 MHz as the tunmg voltage

is ramped from 10.1V to 20V. Note that a frequency difference of more than 3MHz is seen

at the highest frequency. Thus^ by interpolation, the minimum detectable humidity change

would be about 0.001%!

Note that the absorbent material need not be readily reversible. For example, there is

a vast literature on customizing zeolite structures to make "molecular sieves." However, the

affinity of many such structures for their complementary substance is so high that the

adsorbate is very tightly bound. Thus, a zeolite absorber may need to be periodically purged,

or simply discarded when saturated.

Figures 29A-29C show three system configurations in which the disclosed mventions

are used for humidity measurement Figure 29A shows a blower 102 passing w over a

humidifier 104, which is controlled in accordance with measurements taken at the probe 10.

Figure 29B shows a system configuration used to measure the moisture equilibrium

of water vapor (and hence grain water content) in a grain storage facility where air is flowed

through a gram bin 106 to an exhaust port 108.

Figure 29C shows a system configuration for measuring water content in a natural gas

flow using RF probes 10, and controlling an ethylene glycol dryer column 107 accordmgly.

One alternative class of embodiments uses an absorptive probe in a sealed package: if

an active matrix material such as a zeolite is used for moisture measurement in grains and

food solids, a "zip open" sealed bag can be usefiil for field use.

For ©cample, ah RF probe With a diy active zeolite is ^pped sealed in a plastic bag.

When the customer is ready to actually inake the field measurement, the probe is connected

to the RF Ime and placed in a container (for example, a carload of grain), and the rip cord is

pulled to open the bag and "activate the probe". This would allow use of a zeolite material

which is very aggressive (to water). The advantage would be time to equilibrium. This may
also be usefiil in otiier reactive substrate cases.

It should also be noted that the "absorber" material does not have to be a merely

physical absorption, but may alternatively be a reactive material which chemically reacts

(reversibly or irreversibly) with the target q>ecies.

Probe with Heater
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A further embodiment provides an RF probe 17 which not only includes a selective-

absorbing material 28 (such as alumina), but also includes a heater 29 for causing desoxption

of the absorbed material. This pennits the heater to be ''cycled" efiBciently.

The heater 29 can be embedded in the ground plane or placed on the backside of the

5 substrate. This heater would be activated at either a set value of frequency change or at time

intervals. During the on cycle the change in the material can be sfanultaneously monitored

by the same load pulled oscillator to determine when the regeneration point has been reached

or to indicate to an operator that the time to replace the probe and material has arrived.

This embodiment also permits some aggressive absorbing materials (such as high-

10 afiEinity zeolites) to be used for selective absoiption.

This embodiment is particularly attractive for field measurement of humidity, but can

also be used for measurement of other substances.

In some applications, this heater can also be used to provide temperature regulation of

the probe's immediate environment, if the material imder test woiild not provide a heavy

15. thermal load. For example, this may be useful vsdiere the sample is gaseous and of variable

temperature.

In the presently preferred embodiment of this invention, as shown in Figure 4D,

sqiarate leads are provided to power two resistive heaters 29 in a planar structure. However,

in an alternative embodiment a resistive heater can be driven by a DC component on the

20 coaxial line (if the power detection diode is not used). In this embodiment, an isolating

inductance can be used with the heater to avoid resonances.

In a further alternative embodiment, a. backside heater is combined with a ground

plane. In this case the ground plane should preferably have a reasonably high conductivity,

to avoid excessive damping ofthe signal of interest, and therefore a low-voltage power supply

25 is preferably used for the heater.

Figure 30 shows absorption/desorption cycling, using a probe having a selective

absoiption material and also a desorption heater. The selective absorption material, in this

example, is selective to ammonia (NH3). An air stream 110 with traces ofammonia is passed

over an RF probe 10 ^ch includes a selective absorption element, and the change in

30 oscillator frequency is \ised to monitor uptake of ammonia. When the absorber becomes

loaded, the heater is activated, and a new cycle of absorption is begun.) During each

absorption cycle, the rate of intake can be measured using time-differentiated measurements.

An integral is accumulated to provide an index of the total loading of the absorber. The

relation between this integral and the rate of uptake provides an index of the ambient

35 concentration. When the integral exceeds a certain threshold, this indicates that the absorber

is becoming fiilly load^ The heater is then activated to refresh the absorber and start the

cycle again.

Probe with Two Selectable Transmission Lines
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A ftirther disclosed innovation is a single-ended probe which includes multiple

transmission line segments, arid which also includes an RF switching element connected to

permit switching between the two segments (or at least controllable disabling of one

segments). In the presently preferred embodiment, each transmission line is preferably

5 nonresonant over the full range of frequencies of interest, although it may have resonances at

other frequencies. However, it is also contemplated, as an alternative embodunent, that a

structure which is resonant near a second harmonic of the operating frequency may be

advantageous.

Figure 4E shows a planar probe 18 with TWO transmission lines 21D (only one of

10 them overlain by an added selective absorption layer), and an RF switch 22' to select which

of the two transmission lines 21D will be active. ^

There are many ways to use this c^ability. For example, one of the two lines can be

an uncovered metal trace and the other can be covered with a material which selectively

absorbs (or reacts with) a particular chemical. This combination would provide a measurement

15 of a specific substance using the covered side of the probe, and once this component of the

material under study is known an additional component could be derived from the response

from the bare side of the probe. For example, if the covered side uses an active material to

discern glucose in a dextrose/glucose/water mixture, the bare side's additional iiiformation

would permit determination of the water content of the mixture.

20 This can also be used to provide spatially-resolved differential measurement for

detection of spatially-varying characteristics (e.g. material zone boundaries in a distillation or

chromatogr^hic column).

Patch Probe

25 In many applications the avoidance of direct contact with the materials under test is

overwhelmingly desirable, to prevent contamination. To meet this need, the present

q)plication discloses a noninvasive RF probe \y*ich can be readily coupled, through a

dielectric window, to a material under test This probe provides a "single-ended" isolated-

coiq>ling element which permits load-pull measurements to be 'made on an increased variety

30 of materials. The electrical configuration of this probe Is like that of a patch antenna, and

hence this probe may be referred to as a "patch probe". The patch probe is inherently less

sensitive than a probe which is directly inmiersed in or inserted into the material under test,

but may be sufficiently sensitive for many £q)plications.

Figures 7A1 and 7A2 show a first sample embodiment 19A of a patch probe, for

35 couplmg tiirough a dielectric wall (or wmdow) to electrically monitor the contents of a vessel

or process flow. This embodiment uses a q)iral-inductor configuration.

Figures TBI and 7B2 show two views of a second patch probe embodiment 19B,

which also can be used for monitoring materials through a dielectric wall. In this embodiment

the two leads of the incoming RF coaxial line are connected to a center dot 19B2 and a

40 peripheral ring 19B1, both made of thick-fibn metallization. A curcular patch 7B3, on the
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opposite side of the dielectric puck, affects the near-field patterns to achieve proper

. electromagnetic coupling to the medium of interest.

Figure 8 shows an example of mounting a patch probe, in a reflective configuration,

to monitor the electrical characteristics of fluids 100 in a pipe or vessel 110.

5 A planar probe can also be used for coiq>ling through a ivindow. In this case the

planar probe would be placed flat against the window. However, the patch probe is preferred

for such applications.

One alternative modification of the disclosed invention is to use a pair of probes as

transmit and receive antennas for propagation of the RF energy through a thickness of the

10 material to be characterized. However, this is not presentiy preferred.

Method for Identifying Changes in a Given Process

The present application discloses a method for rapidly analyzing flie state of a given

process. A load-pulled oscillator is coupled to the material under test, and is swept across a

15 range of frequencies. The oscillator firequency is swept, for example, by sweeping a tuning

voltage, applied to a varactor in the oscillator circuits, across a predetermined range. The

oscillator is coupled to the material under test by a probe v^ch is electrically long (preferably

, J : at least several hdf-wavdeiigths when fuUy load^ The specific

conditions (probe type, physical conditions of coupling, and range of tuning voltages or

20 firequencies) will all have been previously defined, using the various considerations set forth

; in detail below. The oscillator firequency is monitored while the tuning voltage is swept in

a predetermined direction (up rather than down, for example).

For this defined set of conditions, each sweep of the tuning voltage will produce

a corre^ndihg range of oscillator fi?equracy values f^^. By integrating f^ over the

25 predetermined mnge ofV^, a single derived index number results. This turns out to be very

usefiil in characteriang a given process under a given set of conditions.

Part of the reason for this is tiiat shifts in material composition which produce even

very small shifts in permittivity will have the effect of shifting the ''knees" in fiie frequency

ciffve. These .knee$, i^ch are readily visible in plots of oscillator frequency as a function of

30 tunmg voltage, oprrespond to points*where the oscillator phase goes through a 1 80« transidon.

/When this' occurs, the oscillator will return to its original operating firequency, and this

frequency is likely to shift

To better explain this method, some more extensive analysis will now be provided.

An oscillator builds up osciUations from a linear operating point if it has more gd

35 ibm is necessary^ for oscillations. The oscillations begin widi device noise as a triggering

functioit As the oscilladons build up, the gain is reduced due to the change in the operating

point on die load line ofthe current/voltage relationships of the active device. In essence, the

device goes sufficiendy far into saturation to reduce the gain to unity for the loop. This

prevents the phase from being a simple linear function of the load.
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Now, consider what happens when load impedance variesJ ^ As the load impedance

plane is traversed by the varying permittivity of the load, the gain and phase of the oscillator

will shift in a non-linear fashion to maintain a unity gain and 180 degree phase shift The

point which satisfies both requirements ofimity gain and 1 80 degree phase shift and this point

5 becomes the new frequency of operation. This is the phenomenon of "load pull," and is

conventionally avoided by appropriate isolation ofthe oscillator from the load; but in the load-

pulled oscillators used to implement the present inventions, of course it is not desired to avoid

this effect

The load pull phenomena has a characteristic of a change in frequency with a change

10 in load impedance seen at the oscillator's output terminal. However, this frequency cannot

contmue to change indefinitely; it only changes up to a point where the phase exceeds 180

degrees from the lowest frequency's impedance, and at this point the oscillator returns to its

original frequency. These transitions will be referred to herein as "knees,"

Oscillator load pull is characterized by a graph called a Rieke plot. (A sample Rieke

15 plot for an ideal case, is attached as Figure 28.) This is a plot of the oscillator power and

frequency as a function of the load admittance^^ presented at some point in the output circuit

of the oscillator. It is presented on a Smith admittance chart with ani overlay of constant

power and frequency contours. The susceptance^^ component of the load admittance adds

.
to the susceptance of the oscillator tank circuit to produce a net susceptance (or r<eactance)

20 which determines the frequency of operation. The oscillator's susceptance must compensate

for this change in output admittance by a change in frequency to again cancel contribution

from the output and meet the requirement for 1 80 degrees of phase shift around the active

.
device. The reason for this is because we are dealmg with a transmission line syst^ where

the line lengths internal to the oscillator and the load can go from inductive to capacitive at

25 a given plane of reference at the output of the oscillator. (This explams the ^stence of

"knees.") In addition, the output power relationships must also mamtain a constant

relationship with the conductance. In the purest case the lines of constant conductance relate

directly to those of constant power, and those for constant susceptance relate to constant

frequency. Since this is the case, the "Q" (resonant quality factor) ofthe oscillator's resonant

30 drcuit determines the amount of frequency change per unit of susceptance. This "Q" &ctor

is set by the circuit elements of the oscillator's feedback path: Deviations from this are seen

in the actual Rieke diagrams and are caused by the non-linear effects due to the changes in

device terminal susceptances as the device's operating point goes further into saturation (or

^*Of course, at frequencies above approximately 100 MHz. any load will tend to act as

35 distributed rather than lumped, and a transmission line type of analysis is required.

^^Admittance is the reciprocal of impedance, and is a complex number:

OA
Susceptance is the imaginary part of admittance, and also corresponds to the reciprocal

of reactance (the imaginary part of unpedance).
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out of saturation). Also, it can be shown that the output power is related to the load in such

a fashion that for increased output power, the unstable/no-oscillations region about the infinity

portion of the Smith chart will increase in size.

Each unit change of susceptance can be related to the load impedances by the equation

5 for the reflection coefficient for a transmission line. The voltage reflection coeflScient is

z -z

z+z
r o

where is the standard impedance of the SO-ohiii coaxial line, and in this case is the input

impedance of the tfansmisdon line, or

G+yo)G

\sdiere R, L, and G are distributed parameters for sdries

10 inductance, and diurit conductance, respectively. The reflection coefiBcieht is the vector which

describes' the trajectory around the Smith chart which forms the outer boimds of the chart for

an equal impedance line of Z^. Since this equation relates the phase angle of the load to the

impedance, the phase length (and therefore frequency) Will become a function of the unit

susceptance. therefore, longer transmissibn lines^ll cross a given unit susceptance interval

1 S more quickly than shorter lines and increase the sendtivity of a load-pull system. This means

that pulling is relational to the wavelength (which is frequency and length).

In a typical application the oscillator's basic frequency can be forced to change by the

inclusion of a varactor (a voltage varisible capacitor) in the primary iesohant loop of the

circuit By applying a DC volts^e on this varactor, many osciilators can be tuned over an

20 octave band. In the description above, the oscillator and load puU performance was assuming

a fixed firequency (no varactor) ciicuit Iftfaeldad was a fixed length of lossless traiismisdon

line and the oscillator frequency was forced by the applied voltage on the varactor as opposed

to the load pull phenomena, the "knees" would be seen as the phase seen at the oscillator was

swept through 1 80** because ofthe effect of decreased wavelengths at higher firequencies. The

25 number of knees q>pearing in the voltage vs firequency plot is dependent upon the dielectric

constant of the medimn in die tranisniissioii line, the; lefagA of flie line and the fi-equency.

Figure 22A shows a pair of sanq>le curves off^ versus V^, for a systrai which has

been modified, and Figure 22B shows the difference ^between the derived data parameters

corresponding to these curves. Two samples of gasoline with different water contents were

30 nieasured. Ah integration of the area under the curve was done for both measurements, and
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the difference of the integrals was taken. The resuh is shown in the FINAL RESULT plot.

As more knees come into the plot, the integral increases.

Figure 22C shows another pair ofsample curves of f^^^^. versus V^^^^, for a highly lossy

compo^tion (oil in 3% salt vrnttr) before and after modification, and Figure 22D shows the

5 difference betweoi the derived data parameters corresponding to these curves. The knees are

not very distinguishable because of the added loss is decreasing the sharpness of the 180

degree phase transitions. However, again the same trend is seen in the difference of the

integrals for the two curves.

This technique can be used to eliminate the multiple valued problem that may exist if

10 the oscillator is not a VCO (varactor controlled oscillator). As long as the process is slow

enough to allow a sweq), exact values can be reproduced. If the process variable is changing

during a sweep the resultant data is an average value of the process during that time interval.

This provides for a graceful measurement under any cbcimistances.

In an alternative class of embodiments, signal processing software is used to look at

15 not only the frequency refuse, but also the time rate of change and a slope of the frequency

as tuning voltage is swept at a constant rate. Both of these factors can provide further

differentiated characterizations ofbotii the materials and the baseline chemical. The frequency

sweep can thus detect very slow polar mommts (KHz variety) even though flie system is

operating at microwave frequencies. This may especially be true with some of these crystal

20 like structures which will have long relaxation times. It also would be indicative of the

amount of "loading" of the planar substrate absorptive material at that particular time.

In the expierimental runs given h^ein, the tuning voltage is typically swept across

the whole range shown every 100 milliseconds or so. However, by varying the rate ofvoltage

sweep, phenomena having different relaxation time constants may be distinguished. See

25 generallyMcGrum etal , Anelastic and Dielectric Effects in Polymeric Solh^s (1 967),

which is hereby incorporated by reference. (In production installations, it is generally

preferable to simply let the oscillator run at a fixed frequency.)

Thus, simple data reduction can be performed to derive a single index number for a

given set of conditions. This is particularly usefid where a given system is being tracked over

30 time, since the time-domain behavior of the index number can easily be tracked. Thus, for

instance, for endpoint detection in monitoring a batch process, the endpoint can be identified

when the index value has shifted by a certain percentage from its initial value and the rate of

change has declined to a certain percentage of its maximum value during the process run.

Figure 24A shows a flow chart for process control based on a "process index" value,

35 derived as in Figures 22A*22D, in a simple process exanxple as shown in Figure 24B. In this

example, flow ofmaterial 100 into the vessel 1 10 is controlled in real time by electronics 40^,

in accordance with the above procedures, using a probe 10 and voltages:ontrolled oscillator

30.

40 Monitoring Fermentation Processes
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The present application discloses processes for monitoring bulk fermentation, and for

partially characterizing the composition of a batch fermentation, by observing the frequency

of a load-pull oscillator which is RF-coupled to the material under test (preferably by a simple

single-ended RF probe).

5 Most pharmaceutical fenneotations arei done in a small batch mode where there is no

flow. The planar probe structure is very well adapted to such applications. The planar

structure also lends itself to throw away replacements to maintain sensitivities and prevent

bacteriological growrth in these sensitive vats. Of course, sterile load-lock procedures are

preferably used for insertion of a sterile RF probe into a culture vat.

10 It shoidd be noted that the disclosed mefliods are not only useful for pharmaceutical

applications, but may also be useful in brewing, winemaking, and in food industry processes

using biologically active agents.

The disclosed methods also pemut the biomass ofa fluid stream to be measured. Thus

metering of a starter culture can be optimized without waste.

15 The disclosed methods also provide a direct test for yeast viability in solution. Thus

the presence of yeast activity can be checked during the early stages of fermmtation, before

tbe yeast mass has multiplied sufBdently to be unmistakably active.

Figare 25A shows a sample process flow for fermentation monitoring according to ^e
disclosed inventions, and Figare 25B ^ows a flow chart for corresponding control logic, in

20 \^ch the capability of Figure 25A is used for endpoint detection and yeast biomass control.

Figure 25A shows a typical antibiotic production process. After the fermentation

piocess has gone to completion (or at least begun to slow down), the liquor from the vat 1 12

is passed to an extraction stage 116, for removal and purification of the desired md-product.

For antibiotic extraction, this may be, for example, a liquid-liquid extraction using a methyl

25 acetate/heptane solvent. (Of course, the extraction and purification operations can be very

complex indeed, and the single stage shown is merely illustrative.)

Bio-mass measurement is performed on the organisms as they are introduced into the

fennentation tank 112 from the starter stock ll4. This permits flie amount of the starter

culture (which otfioiwise has to be measured by volume) to be optimized, avoiding

30 unnecessary consumption of the starter culture and also avoiding unnecessary del^ in tte

fermentation process.

An initial measurement is taken on the loaded Fermentation tank 112 to produce a

'^process signature". This is then used as a baseline to track the progress of fermentation. A
load-pulled oscillator, connected to the {nrobe 10 at port 1 1 1, is tfien used to monitor progress

35 of the fermentation, and to detennine ^len to transfer the liquor to &e extraction column*

In the embodinient shown, additional probe interfaces 10 are located before and after

the extraction column 1 1 6, to provide a measure of column up-take efiSdency. This permits

the user to accin^ely optimize the trade-off between efficient use of solvent and efficient

retraction of product
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Figure 25C shows a fermentation process for sugar conversion, iand Figure 25D shows

an enzymatic modification process. In this process glucose Isomerase is xised to convert into

a glucose + fructose mixture ("HFSC"). Control logic like that of Figure 25B can be

analogously applied, mutatis mutandis, to these cases* too.

5 Figure ISA shows actual measured results from monitoring a fermentation process,

using a planar probe. The trials of Figures ISA and B were performed with 500 ml at

45C using 2.5g dry yeast and lOg fructose. The yeast used was standard dried baking yeast

packaged for consumer use. The yeast was initially started in a portion of the warm water,

and then all ingredients were combined. The curve marked "start" shows an initial

10 measurement after niixing the yeast starter culture into the nutrient solution. In this curve the

oscillator frequency goes from about 1 162 MHz to about 1 1S2 MHz as the tuning voltage is

ramped from about 3.5V to 6.6V. Fermeaatation was then performed for 12 hours. The curve

marked "finish" shows another set of measuremehts which were then taken. In this curve the

osciUator frequency goes from about 1 162 MHz to about 121S MHz as the tuning voltage is

15 ramped from 3.5V to 6.6V.

Figure 18B is an expanded plot of data points from the plot of Figure ISA at a

constant V^„=20V. (The numbers on the X-axis of this plot are insignificant; this plot is

merely a graphic way to indicaite the large observed difference in oscillator fi^uency at a

given tuning voltage. By dividing this observed fluency difference by the fiequCTcy

20 resolution of 30 Hz, it may be seen that the plotted difference is many times the leaist-

measurable-increment)

Applications of the Phase ITnmsition Model to Intact Cells.

It has been known for many years that when dry organisms such as yeast cells and

25 seeds and pollen of plants are placed m cold water, they leak their contents into the water and

are killed. (It has been reported that the reason for this effect has been reported to be identical

to the mechanism explained above for liposomes (32-34). Dry baker's yeast, for instance,

must be rehydrated above about 40«C. Below that temperature, the cells leak their contents

^ duriiig rehydfatibn and are killed. However, if the dry cells are placed in water >4b»C, their

30 mmibrane phospholipids undkgo a pli^ transi

Figure 17A shows a biomass determination, in v/inoh the presence of live yeast is

readily distinguished fix)m the presence of dead yeast • In the e5q)erimehtal setup, 5 grams of

yeast was mixed with 200 ml ofHjO to produce a 2.4% solution (5/205). This was measured

at 30*»C after yeast was mixed in two runs at A^C and 45oG. (Mixture at 4»C kills the yeasL)

35 A measurement of pure water was also taken for comjparison. At a fixed tunmg Voltage of

20V, the oscillator frequency was 1280.93 MHz for pure water^ ti82.48 MHz for water with

dead yeast, and 12S5.4 MHz for wiater with live yeast Figure 17B is an expanded plot of

some key data points fix)m the plot of Figure 17A. The numbers on the X-axis of this plot

are insignificant; this plot is merely a graphic way to indicate the large observed difference

40 in oscillator frequency at a given tuning voltage. By dividing this observed frequency
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difference by the frequency resolution of 30 Hz, it may be seen that the plotted difference is

about 100,000 times the least-measurable-increment. Thus, it may be seen that load-pulled

measurement provides sensitive discrimination between equal concentrations of live and dead

yeast, and thus provides a technique for direct measurement of biomass.

5 .

Monitoring Curing and Crvstallizatioii Processes

The present application discloses processes for monitoring the state of CTiring (or

microcrystalline change) of solid materials, by observing the frequency ofa load-pull oscillator

which is RF-coupled to the material under test (preferably by a simple single-ended RF probe).

10 One area where this technique is of particular interest is in monitoring the curing of

sh^ed aerodynaniic composite materials.

Figure 26A shows a sample setup for monitoring of materia curing according to the

disclosed mventions, and Figure 26B shoy^ a flow chart for corresponding control logic, in

which the capability of Figure 26A is used for control of curing rate and also for endpoint

15 detection. In the setup of Figure 26A, a gel 120 is preferably used to provide reliable contact

and good coupling between a single-ended probe (e.g. a'patch probe 19) and a fonned body

122 of materia] undergoing cure.

.filler area of particular mterest is in monitoring the curing of concrete and cement

compositions. Cement curing is a complex process which requires a fairly extended period

20 In curing Portland conent (and related compounds), it is. generally desirable not to cure too

rapidly. Dendritic crystallite growth occurs during the normal curing process, and the inter-

penetration and interlocking of the resulting crystallites gives the final material its strength.

If curing is performed too rapidly, this inlerpenetration will not occur, and the material will

be weaker.

25 To meet this need, the present application also povides methods for monitoring and

controlling the rate of cure of composite materials. When the real-time monitoring process

indicates that the rate of cure is excessive, then steps are taken to reduce the rate of cure

(normaUy by lowering.Ae temperato

. Where it is reqmred. merely to detect t^^ endpoint of a curing inroce^, a useful

30 alternative is tp use ratcrof-change measurem^ts instead of (or in combination with) absohite

measurement.

Figure 13 shows actual measured resdts fiom monitoring microcrystalline changes

during setting of a cement slurry. Various time intervals were used as indicated by the

drawing. The curve marked "start" actually includes multiple traces, taken at 30 second

35 intervals; but at this point the shift m properties is sufiBdently slow that tibe different traces

cannot be sq)arated by eye on the plot ^wn. In this curve Ae oscillator frequency goes

ftom about 1127 MHz to about 1283 MHz as the tuning voltage is ramped from 2.2V to

13.2V. The second group of curves, taken at 5 minute intervals 30 minutes after beginning,

. shows some separation of the individual traces at the higher tuning voltages. In this Figure

40 the oscillator frequency goes from about 1 120 MHz to about 1262 MHz as the tuning voltage
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is ramped froin 2.2V to 13.2V. (Note too that a significant q>read is seen among the 5-

minute-separated runs at the higher tuning voltages.) The last trace, taken 7 days later, shows
the markedly different properties of the solidified material. In this curve the oscillator

firequency goes from about 1155 MHz to about 1192 MHz as the tuning voltage is ramped
5 from 2.2V to 13.2V.

Food Analysis and Food Process Monitoring

The present application discloses processes for monitoring the state of processing of,

and for partially characterizing the composition of, food and feed products, by observing the

10 frequency of a load-pull oscillator which is RF-coupled to the material under test (preferably

by a simple single-ended RF probe).

The simplest way to use this monitoring techniique analytically is to look at the time

derivative of the measured RF frequencies: a certain percentage decrease in the rate ofchange
can be used for an endpoint signal, to terminate a batch cooking stage. (Of course, this

15 percentage decrease would be customized for a particular process, and would allow for

continued cooking as the temperature of the food materials is ramped down.)

Figure 27A shows a simple process flow fyr momtiMring of food processmg according
to the disclosed inventions, and Figure 27B shows a flow chart for control logic corresponding

to Figure 27A. In this sample flow, animal parts are fed throng grinder 132 and cooker 134

20 to evaporator 138. The water mjector 136 is regulated, using m^^ured data from the probe

10, to achieve a water content into the evspdrator of40 to 50%. (Too low water content will

caiise the evaporator to clog; too high a water content will waste energy in the evaporator.)

F%iire 14A shows actual measured results fixmi monitoring cSnfoniiatibnal changes

(molecular expansion) of xanthan from thermial treatment, using a bare planar probe. The
25 bottom curve shows uncooked material. In this Figure the oscillator frequency goes from

about 1233 MHz to about 1271.4 MHz as the tuning volt^e is ramped from lOV to 20V.

In this curve the oscillator frequency goes from about 1233.4 MHz to about 1274.2 MHz as

the tuning voltage is lamped from lOV to 20V: Figure 14B is ah expanded plot of some key
data points from the plot of Figure i4A, (The nmnbers on the X-axis of this plot are

30 insignificant; this plot is merely a gr^hic wjiy to indicate die large observed differcnce in

oscillator frequency at a given tuning voltage. By idividing this observed frequency difference

by the frequency resolution of 30 Hz, it may be sem that the plotted diffCTence is many times

the least-measurable-increment)

Figure 14C is a plot showing measurement of the concentration of xanthan in water.

35 In this curve the oscillator frequency goies jftom about 620,55 MHz to about 617.7 MHz as the

concentration of xanthan is varied from 0%' to 2.0%.

Xanthan is a polysaccharide which is m some ways analogous to starch. Similar

measurements of starch under heat treatment have yielded curves sunilar to those of Figures

14A and 14B. Figure 14D shows actual measured results &om monitoring conformational

40 changes (molecular expansion) of starch from thermal treatment, using a bare planar probe.
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In this process a 7% solution of starch was heated for 20 mintrtes at 70«C. The measurement

was performed at room temperature. The curve marked "before" shows starch which has not

undergone the conformational changes induced by heat treatment; in this curve the oscillator

frequency goes from about 1240 MHz to about 1255 MHz as the tuning voltage is ramped

5 from 8V to lOV. The curve marked "after" shows starch v^cb has been cooked. In this

curve the oscillator frequency goes from about 1240 MHz to about 1246 MHz as the tuning

voltage is ramped from 8V to lOV. The bottom curve is a measurement of reflected power,

and shows the general shape of an insertion loss measurement.

Figure 14E is an expanded plot of some key data points from the plot of Figure 14D.

10 (The numbers on the X-axis of this plot are insignificant; this plot is merely a graphic way to

indicate the large observed difference in oscillator frequency at a given tuning voltage. By

dividing this observed frequency differmce by the frequency resolution of 30 Hz, it may be

seen that the plotted difTerence is many times the least-measurable-increment)

Figure 15A shows actual data from compositional measurement of various mixtures

15 of water with animal protein and fat, using a tapered planar probe with a cover. The top

curve shows measurement of a mixture of protein alone (19%wt protein in water). In this

curve the oscillator frequency goes from about 391 MHz to about 439 MHz as the tuning

voltage is ramped fixim I3V to 20V. The middle curve shows measur^ent of an equal

mixture of the protein solution of the first curve with chicken fat. In this curve the oscillator

20 frequency goes from about 390 MHz to about 430.5 MHz as the tunmg voltage is ramped

from 13V to 20V. The bottom curve shows measurement of pure chicken fat. In this curve

the oscillator frequency goes from about 391 MHz to about 400 MHz as the tuning voltage

is ramped from ISV to 20Y.

Figure 15B shows actual measured results from measurement of molecular

25 modification of protein (thermally) {te. cooking), using a planar probe vwth a sheath cover.

The top curve diows measurement of an uncooked slurry of animal protein in water. In this

curve the oscillator frequency goes from about 1189 MHz to about 1281 MHz as the tuning

voltage is ramped from 6.6V to. 19.8V. , The bottom curve shows measurement of fhe same

durry coxnposition after cooking. In this curve tfie oscillator frequency goes firom about 1 189

30 MHz to about 1274 MHz as tiie tuning voltage is ramped from 6.6V to 19.8V. Figure 15C

is an expanded plot of some key data points from the plot of Figure 15B. (The numbers on

the X-a^s of this plot are insignificant; this plot is merely a graphic way to indicate ^e large

observed diff(^ence in oscillator firequency at a givra tuning voltage. By dividing this

observed frequency difference by the frequency resolution of 30 Hz, it may be se» that the

35 plotted difference is inany times the least-measurable-increment)

It should be noted tiiat such electrical measurmmit of cooking operations is preferably

used in combination with temperature monitoring. However, since.many cooking op^^ons

are isothermal, temperature measurement cannot provide endpoint detection. Alternatively,

a controlled time/temperature profile can be used, but this too does not permit endpoint

40 detection by measurement of temperature.
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Figure 16A shows a family of curves from measurement of glucose concentration in

a 0.1% saline solution. The measurements were performed with a planar, bare, shorted probe

configuration at room temperature. In the plot for a2% solution, the oscillator frequency goes

from about 1202 MHz to about ,1210 MHz as the tuning voltage is ramped from 6.6V to 8.8V.

5 Also plotted for comparison is a solution with no glucose present In this curve the oscillator

frequency goes from about 1163 MHz to about 1178 MHz as the tuning voltage is ramped

from 6.6V to 8.8V. (In general, the 0% point in "binary" plots of complex systems is usually

significantly separated from the other points, as in the example shown. This is usually caused

by hydrolization or formation of other bonds.) The intermediate curves correspond to

10 intermediate concratrations (1% and 0.5%) of glucose. Figure 16B is a breakout of datapoints

from the family of curves of Figure 16A. (The numbers on the X-axis of this plot are insig-

nificant; this plot is merely a grq)hicw^ to indicate the large observed difTerence in oscillator

firequency at a given tuning voltage. By dividing this observed frequency difference by the

frequency resolution of 30 Hz, it may be seen that the plotted difference is many times the

15 least-measurable-increment.)

Figures 19A and 19B show measurement of the fructose percentage in a range of

glucose/fructose mixtures, using a bare planar probe. Figure 19A shows nieasur^ents at a

constant tuning voltage of 15V. In this curve the oscillator frequency goes fix>m about 1263.9

MHz to about 1261 .8 MHz as ihe concentration varies frbm 0%wt fructose to 54%wt fructose.

20 Figure 19B shows measurments at a constant tuning voltage of 20V. In this curve the

oscillator frequency goes from about 1277.3 MHz to about 1275.3 MHz as the concentration

varies from 0%wt fructose to 54%wt fiuctose. In all of these experimental measurements, the

initial mixture was 45% solids and 55% H2O by weight This capability permits high-

resolution in-situ real-tinie monitoring of enzymatic conversion of glucose to a

25 ghicose/fiuctose mixture.

One of the common goals of food processing is to prepare sweetened material from

grains, particidarly com (maize). The normal processing cycle uses a series of enzymatic and

catalytic digestion steps in the sequence starch -> dextrin maltose -> glucose + fiuctose.

(Fructose is an attractive end-product, sinpe it is much sweeter'tiian glucose.)

30 Figure 20 shows actual d^ &am in-situ real-time monitoring of selective absorption

of glucose from a protein/saline solution onto a modified zeolite, using a planar probe (as

shown in Figure 4C) with an added selective absorption lay&t and a stabilizing overcoat. The

solution consists of 10% protein (ranulsion), 0.1% NaCl saline solution, and 5% glucose

solution all measured at room temperature. In this curve the oscillator firequracy (at a constant

35 tunmg voltage of lOV) goes fix>m about 1220.6 MHz to about 1218.3 MHz within about 10

minutes after immersion. At this time the absorber was apparently sqiproaching equilibrium

(or becoming loaded), since the rate of change of the osdllsitor frequency was markedly

reduced. The final measured data point showed an oscillator firequency of aboixt 121 8.2 MHz
after 15 minutes. The protein in this mixture shows that the selective absorption measurement

40 worics well in the presence of other complex biomaterials. Thus, this op^tion may be used
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for monitoring simple materials (such as glucose) in very complex mixtures (such as food

ingredients, or materials of medical interest such as blood or urine).

Figure 23 shows aging ofa fat/protein mixture at ambient temperature. A blended mix

of 1 part animal protein in 2 parts ofwater was allowed to age in an uncovered beaker for 16

S hours at room temperature (about 2S*>C). Thus, this sy^em provides a proxy for deterioration

of protein-rich food products due to oxidation, bacterial growth, etc. Time-resolved

measurements were taken, without sweeping the oscillator (Vjj^=12V), at two points 16 hours

apart. Ehiring the 16 hours, the osciUator l&equency changed from 1245.62 MHz to 1230.1

MHz, for a change of 15.52 MHz- The specified resolution of the frequency measurement

10 ^paratus used (shown in Figure 10) is about 30 Hz. (The actuad resolution is significantly

better - probably close to 10 Hz). Thus, the measured change is more than 500,000 times fhe

minimum measurable increment The shape of the curve is typicallym exponential or power-

law curve, but straight-line interpolation of the number of datapoints over the time interval

corresponds to one detectable increment every seven seconds! Thus, even assuming that the

15 rate of change is much slower at first, the very high resolution provided by the disclosed

inventions permits accurate detection of the smaller rate of change at the beginning of the

process.

Further Modifications and Variations

20 It will be recognized by those skilled in the art that the innovative concepts disclosed

in the present application can be applied in a wide variety of contexts. Moreover, the

preferred implementation can be modified in a tremendous variety of ways. Accordingly, it

should be understood that the modifications and variations suggested below and above are

merely iUustrative. These examples may help to show some of the scope of the inventive

25 concepts, but these examples do not nearly exhaust the full scope ofvariations in the disclosed

novel concepts.

For example, the preferred method of monitoring the characteristics of the material in

the test loop is simply by observing the shifts in the fieciumcy of the firee-running psdllator,

as discussed above; but in an alternative class pf embodiments, the behavior of the fiee-

30 running oscillator may be observed in a differmt way: instead of monitoring the frequency

of oscillation, a phase-lock loop configuration can be used, and the error signal of the phase-

lock loop tracked This is essentially equivalent to observing the frequency shifts which would

have occurred without the feedback control relationship used to implement the phase-locked-

loop (or frequency-locked-loop) configuration.

35 In phase-locked-loop systems, a phase detector is used to detect phase differences

between a reference signal and the output of a voltage-controlled oscillator. The phase-

detector generates an error signal accordingly, vdiich is usually combined with a control signal,

and fed back to control the voltage-controlled oscillator. Thus, the voltage-controlled

,
oscillator very accurate tracks the reference signal, even if the frequency of reference signal

40 varies. See Phase Locked Loops (Edited William Lindsey and Chak M. due, 1986); Floyd
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M. Gardner, Phaselock Techniques (2nd Ed., 1979); Roland E. Best, Phase-locked Loops

(1984); D. Wolaver, Phaselocked Loop Circuit Design (1991); all of which are hereby

incorporated by reference. Of course, for high frequency systems, as in some embodiments

of the present invention, conversion is used before the phase detection operation. In addition,

5 as detailed in the foregoing references, higher-order phase-locked-Ioops with multiple stages

of feedback can be used, and nonlinear relations can be added if desired.

Some backgroimd on microwave phase-locked loops may be found in the article by Zvi

Galani and Richard Campbell, at 39 IEEE Transactions on Microwave Theory and Techniques,

782 (May 1991), which is hereby incorporated by reference.

10 In modem teleconamunications technology, analog phase-locked-loops have been very

widely replaced by digital PLL's, In a digital phase-locked-loop, the error signal is a

numerical value, and the voltage-controUed oscillator is instead a numerically-controlled

oscillator. Discussion of such digital PLL circuits may be foimd, for example, in W.C.

Lindsey and CM. Chie, "A survey of digital phase-locked loops," 69 Proceedings of the

15 IEEE 410if (1981), and the comments on that article published at 70 Proc. IEEE 201fF

(1982).

As will be recognized by those skilled in the art, the innovative concq}ts described in

the present application can be modified cmd varied over a tremendous range of applications,

20 and accordingly the scope of patented subject matter is not limited by any of the specific

exemplary teachings given.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is: .

S 1. A system for detecting the composition and microstructure of materials, comprising:

an RF oscillator, which includes

a gain element capable of providing substantial gain at frequencies greater than 100

MHz;

a feedback path, coupling the output of said gain element to the input thereof, said

10 feedback path including a tunable resonant circuit;

a single electromagnetic propagation structure

^ch is KF-coupled, in a single-ended configuratioB, to said oscillator

and in \diich electromagnetic wave propagation is electrically loaded by a portion of

the matmal to be characterized; and

IS circuitry connected to monitor the frequency of said oscillator to ascertain changes in

the composition and/or microstructure of the material.

2. A system for detecting the composition and microstructure of materials, comprising:

an RF osciUator, inAiicfa includes a gain element capable of inx>viding substantial gain

20 at fiequencies greater than 100 MHz, and a feedbadc path, coiq>ling^^A^

said gain element to the inprst thereof, said feedback path including a tunable

resonant circuit; and

an electromagnetic propagation structure

which is RFrCoupled to said oscillator

25 and in which electromagnetic wave propagation is electrically loaded by a portion of

the material to be characterized,

said propagation structure including a distributed impedance transformation

section which includes at least one tapered element and which is itself also

electrically loaded by proximity to a portion of die material; and

30 circuitry connected to monitor the frequency of said oscillator to ascertain changes in

the composition and/or miorostructure of the material.
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3. The system of Claim 2, wherein said propagation structure, including said impedance

transformation section thereof, is entirely included on a planar substrate.

4. The system of Claim 2, wherein said propagation structure is nonresonant at all frequencies

5 of operation of said oscillator.

5. A single-ended RF probe, for providing a bidirectional RF interface, over a wide range of

freqiiencies, to imknown materials of widely varying permittivity, comprising:

an external RF connection mechanically connected to a support structure; and

10 a patterned and substantially planar conductive structure which is electrically connected to

said connection and mechanically siq>ported by said support structure;

said conductive structure bemg sbq)ed to, provide a distributed impedance

transformation section therein, extending over multiple half-wavelengths at all of

said range of frequencies.

15

6. The probe of Claim 5, wherein said propagation structure is nonresonant over at least a

predetermined range of operating frequencies.

7. The probe of Claim 5, wherein said distributed impedance transformadon section consists

20 essentially of a tapered planar stripline section.

8. The probe of Claim 5, wherein said propagation structure, including said impedance

transformation section Aereof, is entirely included on a planar substrate.

25 9. A method for detecting the composition and microstructure of materials, comprismg tfie

steps of:

providing a oscillator which is connected to be pulled by the varying susceptance seen at

a load connection thereto;

connecting said load connection to tlie material under test through a single-ended probe

30 i^ch itselfincludes ai distributed impedance transformation sectionvMch is itself

electrically loaded by i»t)ximity to a portion of the material under tes^ and

observing changes in tiie frequency of said oscillator.

10. The method of Claim 9, wherein said observing step also monitors insertion loss as seen

35 by said oscillator.

1 1 . The method of Clahn 9, >^erein said oscillator is a voltage-controlled oscillator, and said

observing step monitors the dependence of oscillator frequency on tuning voltage as said

oscillator is tuned across a range of frequencies.

40
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12. The method of Claim 9, \s4ierein said propagation structure is noxiresonant at all

frequencies of operation of said oscillator.

13. A single-ended RF probe, for providing a bidirectional RF interface over a range including

5 at least one predetermined op^ting frequency, to unknoyoi materials ofwidely varying

permittivity, comprising:

an external RF connection mechanically connected to a dielectric substrate; and

a subistantially planar metal fQm structure which is patterned to provide a transmission

line extending from said connection for at least three half-wavelengths at said

10 predetermined operating frequency;

said metal film structure bdng elec^cally connected to said RF comiection and

mechanically supported by said substrate.

14. A method for detecting tfie composition and microstructure of materials, comprising the

15 steps of:

providing a oscillator which is connected to be pulled by the varying susceptance seen at

a load connection thereto;

connecting said load connection to the inaterial under test through a smgle-ended probe

which includes a substantially planar metal film structure which is patterned to

20 p-ovide a transmission line ^ctending from said coxmection; and

observing changes in the frequency of said oscillator.

15. A single-ended RF probe, for providing.a bidirectional RF interface over a range including

at least one predetermined operating frequency, to detect the presence ,of at least one

target species in a quantity of material, comprisuig:

25 an external RF coxmection mechanically connected to a support structure; aiid

a conductive structure which is electrically coimected to said external connection and

mechanically s\q)ported by said support structure, and which provides a transmission

line extending from said external coxmection; and

a. selective absorption material, vAacb is selective to preferentially absorb a

30 . predetermined target sp^es, and^ch is mecbe^

\^ structure in a relation which provides efficient electroixiagnetic coupling to said

selective transmission line.

,
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16. A method for detecting the composition and microsfructure of materials, comprising the

steps of:

providing an osciUator which is connected to be pulled by the varying suscejptance seen at

a load connection thereto;

5 connecting said load connection to the material under test through a single*ended probe

which includes a substantially planar metal film structure which is patterned to

provide a tninsmission line extending from said external connection, and which also

includes a selective absorption material, which is selective to preferentially absorb

a predetermined target species, and which is mechanically affixed to said probe to

10 provide efficient electromagnetic coupling to said transmission line; and

observing changes in the frequency of said oscillator.

17. A system for detecting the composition and microstructure of materials, comprismg:

an oscillator, which includes a gain element capable of providing substantial gain at

IS frequencies greater than 100 MHz, and a feedback path, coupling an output of said

gain element to an input thereof;

an electromagnetic propagation structure

which is RF-coupled to said oscillator

and in^ch electromagnetic wave propagation is electricaOy loaded by a portion ofthe

20 : material to be characterized,

said propagation structure being mechanically connected to a selective absorption

material, which is selective to preferentially absorb a predetermined target species,

and electrically configured to provide efficient electromagnetic coupling to said

fxropagation structure, and also to a heater integrated with said propagation

25 structure in a common package; and

circuitry connected to monitor the frequency of said oscillator to ascertain changes in the

composition or microstructure of the material, and to activate said heater selectively

which said absorption material has become loaded.

30 18. the system of Claim 17, wherein said transmission line is nonresonant at all frequencies

of operation of said oscillator.
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19. A single-ended RF probe, for providing a bidirectional RF interface over a range including

at least one predetermined operating frequency, to detect the presence of at least one

target species in a quantity of material, comprising:

an external RF connection mechanically connected to a support structure;

5 a conductive structure which is electrically connected to said external connection and

mechanically supported by said support structure, and which provides a transmission

line extending from said external connection; and

a resistive heater which is mechanically supported by said support structure, and connected

to receive a drive current; and

10 a selective absorption material, which is selective to prefermtially absorb a predetermined

target species, and ^^ch is mechanically connected to said support structure in a

relation which provides efficient electromagnetic coupling to said transmission line.

20. The probe of Claim 19, wherein said transmission line is nonresonant over at least a

IS predetermined range of operating frequencies.

21. A method for detecting the conq^sition of materials, comprising the steps of:

IMToviding sn oscillator Miiich is connected to be pulled^
a load connection thereto;

20 connecting said load connection to the material under test through a single«ended probe

which includes

connecting said load connection to die material under test through a smgle-ended probe

v^ch includes a conductive structure ^ch is patterned to provide a transmission

line extending from said external connection, and >\iuch also includes a selective

25 absorption material, which is selective to preferentially absorb a predetermined

target species and \^ch is mechanically affixed to said probe to provide efficient

electromagnetic coupling to said transmission line, and a resistive heater which is

integrated witii said probe; and

obs^ing time-dependent changes m the frequency of said oscillator to detect the rate of

30 uptake of said target species and the cumulative loaiding of said absorber and

activating said heater, whenever said absorbs becomes excessively loaded, to cause

desorption of said target species.

22. The method of Claim 21, wherein said.transmission line is nonresonant at all frequencies

35 of operation of said oscillator.
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23. A method for monitoring the status of a fermentation process, comprising the steps of:

introducing selected active microorganisms into an aqueous solution containing nutrient

substances, and isolating said solution in a substantially sterile vat;

electromagnetically coupling a nonresonant RF probe to said solution in said vat, and

5 connecting said probe to an oscillator operating at more than 1 00 MHz, with no RF
buffer stage being interposed between said oscillator and said probe; and

observing time-dependent changes in the frequency behavior of said oscillator, to indicate

changes in the composition of said solution.

24. A method for initiating a fermentation process, comprising the steps of:

mtroducing selected active microorganisms from a starter culture into a nutrient solution,

while also

monitoring the flow rate of said introducing step and

inotiitoring the frequency of an RF oscillator which is connected to said starter culture

through a nonresonant RF probe which is electromagnetically coupled by proximity

to be loaded by said starter culture, with no RF buffer stage being interposed between

said oscillator aind said probe; and

terminating said flow to provide a desired total biomass transfored from said starter culture

into sai^ nutrient solution/

25. The method of Claim 24, wherein said RF probe is a single-ended probe.

26. The method of Claim 24, wherein said RF probe is a single-ended probe including a

section of transmission line which is electromaghetibatlly coiq>led to materials m
25 proximity tiiereto.

27. The method of Claim 24, wherein said RF probe is inserted through a load lock into said

solution.

30 28. The method of Claim 24, wherem said RF probe is immersbd in said solution.

29. The method ofClaim 24, wherein behavior of said RF probe is observed immediately after

introduction of, said microorganisms, to determine whether said microorganisms are

viable.

35 ;

•

30. The method ofClaim 24, wherein behavior of said RF jprobe is observed near completion

of fermentadon, and is used for oidpoint detection.

31. The method of Claim 24, wherein said microorganisms are yeast.

40

10

15

20
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32. A method for monitoring the state of curing (or miorocrystalline change) of solid

materials, comprising tiie steps of:

combining precursor components to provide a body having a desired physical shape;

electromagnetically coupling a single-ended nonrespnant RF probe to said body, and

S connectmg said probe to an oscillator operating at more than 100 MHz, witii no RF

buffer stage being interposed between said oscillator and said probe; and

observing time-dependent changes in the frequency behavior of said oscillator, to detect

changes in the composition and/or microcrystalline structure of said body.

10 33» A metiiod for controlling a process of curing a predetermined solid material, comprising

tiie 5tq)S:0f: '

*

combining precursor components to provide a body of said material;

electromagnetically coupling a single-ended npnresonant RF probe to said body, and

connecting said probe to an oscillator operating at more than 100 MHz, with no RF

15 buffer stage being interposed between said oscillator and said probe; and

observing time-dependent changes in the frequency behavior of said oscillator, to detect

changes in the composition and/or microcrystalline structure of said body.

34. The method of Claim 33, wherein said RF probe is a single-ended probe including a

20 section of transmission line which is electromagnetically coupled to materials in

proximity thereto.

35. Hie.method of Claim 33, wherein said RF probe is a single>ended probe including a

section of transniission line which is electroms^etically coupled to materials in

25 proximity thereto.

36. Tlie method of Claim 33, wherein said RF probe is inserted into said body.

37. The method of Claim 33, wherein said RF probe is not iiiserted into said body, but is

30 placed ill proximity therewith.

/'

38. A method for processmg food and analogous materials, comprising the steps of:

providing multiple process feeds ,
of ingredient materials; .

electromagnetically coupling a single-ended nonresonant RF probe to at least one said feed

35 of ingredient materials, said probe being electrically connected to a fi:ee-running RF

oscillator, with no RF buffer stage bemg interposed between said oscillator and said

probe; and

observing the frequency behavior of said oscillator, to detect variation in the composition

of said respective feed of ingredient materials; and
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combining and processing said feeds of ingredient materials to provide a food product,

while dynamically controlling one or more process parameters in accordance with

results of said observing step.

5 39» The method ofClaim 38, v\iierein said observing step monitors said materials for spoilage,

40. The method of Claun 38, wherein said observing step monitors said materials for fat

content

10 41. The method of Claim 38, wherem said observing step monitors said materials for sugar

content

42. A method for drying organic materials, comprising the steps of:

providmg a process feed of a matmal which varies in water content;

15 electromagnetically coupling a nonresonant RF probe to said feed, said probe being

electrically connected to a free-running RF oscillator, with no RF buffer stage being

interposed between said oscillator and said probe;

observing the frequency bdiavior of said biscillator; to detect the nidistuzt content of said

feed; and

20 adding water to said feed whenever said observing step indicates that the moisture content

of said feed is below a target level; and

drying said feed m a dryer stage;

i^ereby the moisture content of said feed is dynamically controlled to be high enough to

assure reliable and high-quality <q)eration of said dryer, but no higher than necessary.

25 for reliable operation.

43. A method for cooking food aiid analogous materials, compriring the steps of:

introducing a mixtiire of predetermined ingredients into a cooking vessel;

£95)lying heat to said vessel ui a controlled traiperature-versus-time relationship, to cook

30 said mixture;

electromagnetically coupling a nonresonant RF iHx>be to ^d mixture in said vessel, and

connecting said probe to an oscillator opbratmg at more than 100 MHz, with no RF
buffer stage being interposed between said oscillator and siaid probe;

observing the frequency behavior of said oscillator, to detect changes in the molecular

35 compo^tion and/or conformation of said niixture; and

unloading said vat at a time which is at least partially determined by the results of said

observing step.
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44. A system for detecting the composition and microstructure of materials, comprising:

an oscillator, which includes a gain element capable of providing substantial gain at

frequencies greater than 100 MHz» and a feedback path, coupling an output of said

gain element to an input thereof;

5 a patch antenna

which is RF-coupled to said oscillator

and which is placed in proximity to a portion of the material to be characterized so that

electromagnetic wave propagation in said antenna is electrically loaded thereby;

and

IQ . circuitry connected to monitor the frequency of said oscillator to ascertain changes in the

composition or microstructure of the material.

45. The system of Claim 44, wherein said patch antenna is a planar spiral antenna with

backside shielding.

15

46. The system of Claim 44, wherein said oscillator is a voltage-controlled oscillator.

47. A niethod for detecting the composition and microstructure of materials, comprising the

steps of:

20 providing a free-ruiming oscillator which is connected to be pulled by the varying

susceptance seen at a load connection thereto;

connecting said load connection to the material under test through a patch antenna which

is RF-coiq>led to said oscillator and which is placed in proximity to a portion of flie

niaterial to be characterized so that electronuignetic wave propagation in said an^

25 is electrically loaded thereby; and

observing changes in the frequency of said oscillator.

48. The method of Claim 47, wherein said oscillator is a voltage-cqntroUed oscillator, and

wherein said observing ,step sweqis said oscillator across a wide xmge of frequencies

30 while monitoring the dq)endence of tiie oscillator frequency on the tuning voltage.

49. A method for controlling a process, comprising the steps of:

providing a voltage-controlled oscillator which is connected to be pulled by the varying

susceptance seen at a load connection hereto, and vAich is connected to be tuned

35 by a tuning voltage applied thereto;

connecting said load connection to an RF interface which is electrically loaded by

proximity to material undergoing the process;

sweeping said tuning voltage across a predetermined range of voltages;

integrating the oscillation frequency of said oscillator, as a frmction of tuning voltage,

40 across said range of voltages, to provide a process index value;
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comparing said process index value with a known range of values for comparable process

conditions; and

taking action conditionally, within said process, in dependence on the result of said

comparing step.

5

50» The method of Claim 47, wherein said RF intoface consists of a single-ended probe.

51 . The method of Claim 47, wherein said RF interface consists ofa single-ended probe which

is immersed in a fluid stream of said process.

10

52. A single-ended RF probe, for providing a bidirectional RF interface to materials to be

characterized, comprising:

an external RF connection mechanically connected to a dielectric support structure; and

an RF, switch mounted on said support structixre and electrically connected to said external

15 connection; and

firist and second transmission line structures, each connected to said switch and moimted

on said support structure;

wherein said switch is connected and configured to connect said first tran^ssion line

structure to said external connection selectively, in accordance with a bias signal

20 received at said external connection.

53. The probe of Claim 52, wherein said switch is connected and configured to connect either

said first transmission line structure or said second transmisdon line structure to said

extenial connection selectively, in accordance with DC bias received at said external

25 coimection.

54. The probe of Claim 52, wherein said first transmission line structure, but not said second

transmission line structure, is located in proximity to a selective absorption material,

which is selective to preferentially absorb a predetermined target species, and which is

30 mechanically coimected to said support structure in a relation which provides efficient

electromagnetic coupling to said first transmission line structure.

55. The probe of Claim 52, wherein said support structure is a planar substrate, and said first

and second transmission line structures are mutually coplanar.

35
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56. A method for detecting the composition and microstructure of materials, comprising the

steps of:

providing an oscillator which is connected to be pulled by the varying susceptance seen at

a load connection tiiereto;

5 connecting said load connection to the material under test through a single-ended probe

which includes an RF switch and first and second transmission line structures, said

switch being connected and configured to connect said first trananissiqn line structure

to said external connection selectively under remote command;

positioning said probe so that at least one of said transmission line structures is electrically

10 loaded by proximity to a portion of the material to be characterized; and

observing changes in the frequency of said oscillator, while switching said-SF switch to

activate said first and second transmission lines alternately.

57. The method of Claim 56, wherein said observing step monitors not only the frequency of

15 said oscillator, but also insertion loss of said probe.

58. Systems substantially as herein shown and described.

59. Methods for characterization and/or process control substantially as herein shown and

20 described.
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